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ABSTRACT 
A General Model of Well Fields Influenced by 
Barrier and Recharge Boundaries 
by 
Najwan Tawfeek Shareef, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1981 
Major Professor: Dr. David S. Bowles 
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
viii 
This model is designed to calculate the drawdown of a piezometric 
surface or water table at a given point of interest in a well field. 
Many different well and aquifer hydraulic conditions can be considered. 
The effect of field boundaries is solved by the image well theory. Many 
points of interest, wells (recharge or injection), boundaries (barrier 
or recharge), and time increments as well as constant and variable 
pumping rate case have been included in the model. The drawdown at a 
point of interest can be decomposed into the following components for 
each real well due to the effect of: the existence of boundaries, 
partial penetration of the well in the aquifer, and the well loss at 
the walls of the well due to turbulent flow. Both the International 
Systems of Units (SI) and the English system are available. The option 
of using graph of drawdown vs distance or drawdown vs time is also 
available. Also included in this thesis is a well-spacing design 
problem as an application of the model. 
(103 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Groundwater is the body of water which occurs in the saturated zone 
beneath the ground surface and whose motion is exclusively determined 
by gravity and by the frictional forces provoked by the motion itself. 
This body of water in the saturation zone and that in the aeration zone 
is bounded at the top and bottom by either impervious or semiimpervious 
strata. 
Wells generally serve as devices for extracting groundwater from 
aquifers, which are geologic formations which contain and transmit water. 
i-lells serve such purposes as for subsurface exploration and observation, 
disposal of sewage, industrial or radioactive wastes, draining agri-
cultural lands, controlling salt water encroachment, relieving pressures 
under dams or levees, and artificial recharge of aquifers. 
Design features of the well depend on the quantity of water ex-
tracted, economic factors, the well's objective and hydrologic condi-
tions. Spacing of wells is largely affected by the drawdown within the 
region of interest. The greater the spacing of the wells, the less their 
interference, but the greater the cost of connecting pipelines and power 
installation. The drawdown itself is affected physically by: 
a) Well boundary conditions such as well percentage of penetration 
through the aquifer, well diameter and gravel envelopes, screens, 
perforation, amount and duration of pumped (or injected) water, and 
schedule of pumping. 
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b) Aquifer characteristics and aquifer boundary conditions such as 
hydraulic characteristics of the aquifer, its thickness, and the 
existence of barrier and recharge boundaries which delimit the con-
tinuity of the aquifer. 
The assumption of infinite areal extent of the aquifer is made for 
both the equilibrium and nonequilibrium formulas in well hydraulics. 
Practically, in many instances the existence of boundaries serve to 
limit the continuity of the aquifer, in one or more directions, to 
distances ranging from a few hundred feet to as much as tens of miles. 
The boundaries may be either of the barrier type, such as an imper-
meable outcrop, also termed a "negative boundary,1I or of the recharge 
type such as a stream in a hydraulic contact with the aquifer, some-
times called a "positive boundary." The influence on groundwater 
movement and storage of hydrologic boundaries, which often exist in the 
,real world, may be determined by means of the image well theory as 
described by Ferris et al. (1962). 
Objective 
The objective of this study is to build a computer program to 
calculate the drawdown of a piezometric surface (for confined aquifer), 
or the drawdown of a water table (for unconfined aquifer) at any point 
of interest within a well field for a variety of wells, vertical aqui-
fer, and horizontal aquifer boundary conditions. The program will be 
designed to be used by engineers for designing well fields influenced 
by recharge and barrier boundaries. The program will be based on an 
earlier model by Bowles and Rogers (1973). The specific tasks neces-
sary to fulfill this objective are listed below: 
1. To review the literature in well hydraulics, boundary condi-
tions; image wells; and design of well fields. 
2. To understand the earlier model by Bowles and Rogers (1973). 
3. To modify this model so that it will include the following 
modifications: 
a) The program will handle the following aquifer and well 
conditions: 
i) Steady-state radial flow in isotropic, nonleaky 
artesian aquifer with fully penetrating well and 
constant discharge conditions. 
ii) Steady-state radial flow in isotropic, watertable 
aquifer with fully penetrating well and constant 
discharge conditions. 
iii) Unsteady-state radial flow in isotropic-nonleaky 
artesian aquifer with fully penetrating well and 
constant discharge conditions. 
iv) Unsteady-state radial flow in anisotropic-nonleaky 
artesian aquifer with fully penetrating well and 
constant discharge conditions. 
v) Unsteady-state radial flow in isotropic-nonleaky 
artesian aquifer with partially penetrating wells and 
constant discharge conditions. 
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vi) Unsteady-state radial flow in isotropic leaky artesian 
aquifer with fully penetrating wells without water 
released from storage in aquitard and constant dis-
charge conditions. 
vii) Steady-state radial flow in isotropic leaky artesian 
aquifer with fully penetrating wells without water 
released from storage in aquitard and constant dis-
charge conditions. 
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viii) Unsteady-state radial flow in isotropic leaky artesian 
aquifer with fully penetrating wells with water re-
leased from storage in aquitard. 
ix) Steady-state radial flow in isotropic leaky artesian 
aquifer with fully penetrating wells with water re-
leased from storage in aquitard. 
x) Unsteady-state radial flow in isotropic watertable 
aquifer with fully penetrating wells and constant 
discharge conditions. 
b) The boundary geometry will be restricted to the following 
cases: 
i) Infinite aquifer 
ii) Semiinfinite aquifer 
iii) Wedge-shaped aquifer 
iv) Infinite-strip aquifer 
v) Semiinfinite-strip aquifer 
vi) Rectangular aquifer 
c) The program will calculate and analyze the following com-
ponents of the drawdowns: 
i) Total interference from other wells 
ii) Portion due to partial penetration 
iii) Magnitude of well loss (in real well only) 
iv) Total drawdown effects from all boundaries 
d) The program will be suitable for use as a tool for solving 
problems with: 
i) Constant pumping rate 
ii) Variable pumping rate 
Finally, the program will use both S.I. and U.S. systems of units. 
4. To verify the model by hand calculation and debugging the 
program. 
5. To write thesis in form of a user manual. 
Outline 
Chapter II reviews the various types of groundwater models, ex-
plains the well drawdown ions and image well theory. Chapter III 
contains a description of the various components of the computer model, 
and describes the advantages and the limitations of the model. In 
Chapter IV, model verification and the application to an optimal well 
spacing problem, are described. Finally, Chapter V gives the summary, 
conclusions and recommendations for further work. 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Groundwater plays an important role in the hydrologic cycle. The 
amount of water beneath the ground surface is much greater than surface 
6 
water. So groundwater has contribution in water resource planning, 
especially when surface water is rate. Until the advent of groundwater 
computer models it was difficult to evaluate groundwater availability 
and quality, the cost of pumping, or effect of groundwater development. 
The techniques used in groundwater modeling are as follows (FAO 1978). 
Physical models 
In physical models the groundwater prototype is scaled down to a 
model of similar materials and has the same basic physical properties 
such as sand models. San models are useful in demonstration and are 
powerful to represent unsaturated and mult fluid flow problems. 
Analog techniques 
Darcy's law in fluid mechaniCS, Ohm's law in electricity and 
Fourier's law in heat transfer are similar in principle and application. 
Analog techniques are based on the similarities in equations for ground-
water flow and the flow of These analogs are devices with 
similar input-output or cause and effect relations as the true systems. 
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Electrolytic rank analogs, resistence network analogs, resistence 
capacitance analogs, viscous fluid parallel plate model, membrane models, 
etc. are examples of these techniques (Bouwer 1978, FAG 1978). 
Mathematical models 
A mathematical groundwater model is a mathematical expression, or 
group of expressions, that describes the hydraulic relations within the 
system. It is usually in the form of differential equations together 
with the auxiliary conditions (the system geometry, the hydraulic 
characteristics of the system parameters, and the initial and boundary 
conditions) (Remson, Hornberger, and Molz 1971). 
Mathematical models may be grouped into 6 types, each of which is 
briefly reviewed. 
Analytical solutions 
These solutions for groundwater problems, which are in the form of 
partial differential equations, were dominated in the 1950s. In the 
1960s and 1970s, there was more attention to numerical modeling 
because of the invention of high speed computers. But analytical 
solution is still the ideal way to solve these problems. Many ground-
water problems were solved in this method like land subsidence due to 
artesian pressure, single and multiple boundary aquifer system (Stallman 
1963, Vandenberg 1977), fresh water injection in a nonleaky artesian 
salaquifer (Esmael and Kimbler 1967), and estimating the rate and volume 
of stream depletion by near by production wells (Theis 1941, Jenkins 
1968). Books are available to describe the solution of partial differ-
ential equations like deWiest (1965), Verruijt (1970), Kruseman and 
de Ridder (1970), Walton (1970), Todd (1959), and Bear (1972). 
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Type curve techniques 
In this method the unknown parameters could be solved by super-
posing the fitting data curve on a "type curve." The various factors can 
then be computed. These solutions were summarized by Kruseman and de 
Ridder (1970), and others. 
Graphical solutions 
These solutions have a limited extent. They are based on the appli-
cation of numerical techniques in heat flow to groundwater such as the 
graphical solutions for both linear and radial flow conditions (Thomas 
1961). 
Differential analyser solutions 
This analyser is a device to solve differential equations. It is 
constructed by fluid, electronic or mechanical means to solve the 
differential equations (Tyson and Weber 1963). 
This is a trial and error technique to solve the formation factors 
from water levels and input data, and then adjust the model until 
historical data reproduced by the model through calibration procedure. 
Numerical techniques 
Numerical methods are those methods in which algorithms that use 
only arithmetic operations and certain logical operations such .as 
algebraic comparison. They give approximated solution but not exact 
one by digital computers. These methods are used broadly now 
because of the invention of high speed computers. There are two 
methodology in this technique: 
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1) Finite difference method: Finite differences were introduced 
by Richardson in 1910 to solve partial differential equations. Appli-
cation of this method for steady-state seepage problems started by 
Show and Southwell in 1941. There are many books available to describe 
this technique like Carnahan~ Luther, and Wilkes (1969), Remson, 
Hornberger, and Molz (1971), etc. The finite difference method depends 
on useful mathematical properties of square grid networks, in which the 
nodes are of the same size. The basic idea of these methods is to 
replace derivatives at a point by ratios of the changes in appropriate 
variables over a small but finite interval (Remson, Hornberger, and Molz 
1971). For example, the derivative dH!dX becomes 
in which 
dH 
dX 
lim I1H 
I1X-+{) I1X = 
HI and H2 are the heads at the grid points numbers 1 and 2 
The s.ize of the increment I1X depends on the problem itself. If I1X 
(1) 
becomes very small, the functional problem is approximated to a contin-
uous one. 
2) Finite element method: This method was started in the early 
1950s in"the aeroscope industry, then it was published by Turner et al. 
in 1956. Melosh (1965) proved that this method was a variation of the 
Raleigh-Ritz procedure. Basically~ in this method, any continuous 
quantity can be approximated by a discrete model composed of a set of 
piecewise continuous functions defined over a finite number of sub-
domines (Segerlind 1976). This technique is established by starting 
from a formulation of the fundamental problem, not through a differ-
ential equation and boundary condition. 
uations and the continuity equation: 
in which 
V -k d<jl/dx 
x 
v = -k d<jl/dy 
Y 
o 
v = the velocity in the x direction 
x 
V the velocity in the y direction y 
x and yare the cartesian coordinates 
<jl is the total head 
k is the permeability 
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Starting with Darcy's eq-
(2) 
(3) 
• (4) 
Substituting equations 2 and 3 in equation 4 yields the Laplace equation 
which is: 
a (k~) + ~ (k a ) 
ax ax ay o . (5) 
Now the region is subdivided into a large number of subregions Rj) the 
elements, in which each element produces a contribution Vj to the value 
of the function V so that 
n 
V l: V. 
j=1 J 
where 
n is the number of elements 
Usually the elements are in a triangular shape. At the nodes the basic 
parameters are taken. The values of these parameters in the interior of 
the element varies in a linear relationship (Verruijt 1970). 
Background 
Equations Used for Different 
Aquifer Hydraulic Characteristics 
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Due to hydrologic cycle in nature, earth was formed with different 
strata or geologic formations. Each stratum had its unique properties 
like particle size distribution, particle size diameter, chemical com-
ponents and their chemical behavior, degree of compaction of the soil, 
capacity to hold and transmit water, which means that the stratum react 
as a storage for water, etc. These properties might be changed from 
time to time. 
From the groundwater hydrologic point of view, these geologic 
formations might be classified according to their boundary conditions 
and amount of water in storage. Bouwer (1978) defined an aquifer as a 
"groundwater-bearing formation sufficiently permeable to transmit and 
yield water in usable quantities." Hantush (1964) defined other types 
of aquifers: "artesian aquifers, also known as confined or pressure 
aquifers, are those in which groundwater is confined under pressure by 
impervious or semipervious strata. Water table aquifers, also known as 
free, phreatic, or unconfined aquifers are those in which the upper 
surface of the zone of saturation is under atmospheric pressure. Aqui-
fers, ~vhether artesian or ~vater table, that lose or gain water through 
adjacent semipervious layers are called leaky aquifers. A water table 
aquifer resting on a semipervious layer that permits slmv movement of 
water is called a leaky water table aquifer. An artesian aquifer that 
has at least one semi pervious confining bed is called a leaky artesian 
aquifer. If the flow across the confining beds is negligible, the 
aquifers are called nonleaky aquifers." An aquitard as defined by 
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Bouwer (1978) is a confined aquifer which is sufficiently permeable to 
transmit water vertically to or from the confined aquifer, but not 
permeable enough to laterally transport water like an aquifer. 
Hydraulic cases used in the program 
A total of eleven cases with different aquifer and well boundary 
conditions are treated in this thesis. The definition of each case is 
presented in Table 1. Table 2 gives the drawdown equations, references 
to the tabular solution if used, and a reference for the derivation of 
each equation. In Table 3 the definition of the symbols used in Table 2 
are given. 
Variable discharge 
Since the equations of groundwater flow are linear for the confined 
case, and approximat linear for the unconfined case, if the drawdown 
due to pumping is small compared with the thickness of the saturated 
zone, the principle of superposition is applicable, That is, the draw-
down at any point of interest is additive for any number of wells and 
this is the basis of the image well technique. 
The principle of superposition can also be applied to the case of 
variable discharge. If Qo' Q1 .• " Qn are the discharge rates for a 
certain well at different times 1 then 6Q1' 6Q2' ..• ,6Qn are the changes 
in discharge at each time. Thus the total drawdown at a point of inter-
est can be estimated by the following equation in which each 6Q is con-
sidered to come from a separate real well located in the same position 
(Freeze and Cherry 1979). 
• (6) 
Table l. Definitions of tolell drawdown cases. 
Case Fully 
Number Steady Unsteady Isotropic Anisotropic penetrat Lng 
well 
X X X 
2 X X X 
3 X X X 
4 X X X 
5 X X 
6 X X 
X X X 
8 X X X 
9 X X X 
10 X X X 
II X X X 
Partially Confined Unconfined Leaky penetrating 
aquifer aquifer aquifer 
well 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
Wlth 
vater 
Nonlcaky released 
aquHer from 
storage 
in 
.. "uHard 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Without 
water 
released 
from 
storage 
1n 
aquitard 
X 
X 
I-' 
W 
Table 2. Well drawdown eq~ations. 
Case Table no. in Source 
Number Equation used the reference reference 
={Q £n(lS)/(2 1T Km)} * 1 s 40.783 Bouwer (1978) 
r 
={jq 9,n (B:) I (1TK) } * 2 s 40.783 Bouwer (1978) 
r 
3 s 114.6 Q W(u)/T Walton (1970) 
4 s 114.6 Q W(uxy)/viTxXTyy Txy 2 Walton (1970) 
5 r T3.3 p. 140 Walton (1970) s = 114.6 Q W(u, -, y)/T 
m 
6 Sp 114.6 Q Wp(u, ;, y)/T T3.4 p. 142 Walton (1970 
7 s = 114.6 Q W(u, r/B)/T T2 p. 707 Hantush (1956) 
8 s ;:; 229 Q(Koi)/T T2 p. 704 Hantush (1956) 
9 s ;:; 114.6 Q W(u,~)/T TIII p. 313 Hantush (1964) 
10 s 229 Q (Koi) IT T1 p. 704 Bantush (1956) 
11 s = 114.6 Q W(uay' riB) Appendix 2 p. 480 Boulton (1963) 
* The constant 40.783 is used to change the units of the equation from S.l. to F.P.S. 
...... 
.p. 
Table 3. Definitions of symbols used in Table 2. 
Symbol Definition 
B in cases 
no. 7, 8, and 
10 B = !i'mt /pt 
B in case 
no. 11 B = VT! (a. Sy) 
k permeability of the aquifer 
K r 
0 b well function 
m thickness of the aquifer 
mt thickness of the aquitard 
pt permeability of the aquitard 
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Units 
FPS SI 
ft m 
~ (g/ft) 2 m 
gpd/ft2 m/day 
ft m 
ft m 
gpd/ft 2 m/day 
Q discharge rate of the well gpm cubic meters 
r 
R 
s 
S 
Sf 
S 
Y 
t 
T 
Txx,Tyy 
Txy 
distance from the pumping well to 
the observation point 
radius of influence of the well 
drawdown at the observation point 
coefficient of storage of the 
aquifer 
drawdown due to partial pene-
tration only 
coefficient of storage of the 
aquitard 
specific 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
time after pumping started days 
transmissibility of the aquifer gpd/ft 
components of the second-rank gpd/ft 
symetric tensor of transmissibility 
day 
m 
m 
m 
m 
days 
2 
m /day 
2 
m /day 
Table 3. Continued. 
Symbol 
u 
xy 
u y 
W(u) 
W(u,r/B) 
w(u,r/m,y) 
w(uay,r/B) 
w(uxy) 
W(u,</!) 
x,y 
y 
u or u 
a 
Definition 
2 1.87r S 
FPS 
u 
xy 
+ T X2 Txy XY) yy 
T - T 2) 
u y 
2 1. 87 r S y 
well functions 
yy xy 
coordinates of the observation 
point 
l/(delay index) 
percentage of well penetration 
r~ 
</! = (4)~ 
ft 
.,..1 day 
Units 
SI 
m 
-1 day 
16 
17 
in which 
h - h = the drawdown 0 
r
2S 
4Tt. 
1 
t. the time since pumping started for discharge Qi 1 
i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n 
w(u. ) the well function at time t. 
1 1 
Because of the small velocity of flow of water in an aquifer, the 
flow is considered laminar. The formation loss of the aquifer, i.e. the 
drawdown computed in all well drawdown equations, is directly propor-
tional to the discharging rate of the well. In the vicinity of the well, 
turbulence occurs due to the well screen, gravel envelope, and the 
developed zone outside the well This phenomenon causes another 
head loss called 'well loss.' This loss varies with some power of the 
discharge Q. The total head loss in the well can be approximated as 
where 
is the total head loss 
Q is the pumping rate 
Cf is the formation constant 
C is the well loss constant 
w 
n is the exponent due to turbulence (Bouwer 1978) 
(7) 
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Image Well Theory 
Definition 
Image well theory has been described as follows: 
liThe effect of a barrier boundary on the drawdown in a well, as a result 
of pumping from another well, is the same as though the aquifer were 
infinite and a like discharging well were located across the real 
boundary on a perpendicular thereto and at the same distance from the 
boundary as the real pumping well. For recharge boundary the principle 
is the same except that the iamge well is assumed to be discharging the 
aquifer instead of pumping from it." (Walton 1970) 
Barrier boundary 
The barrier boundary is an impermeable barrier. It is assumed that 
the irregularly slopping boundary can, for practical purposes, be re-
placed by a vertical boundary, without sensibly changing the nature of 
the problem. The hydraulic condition imposed by the vertical boundary 
is that there can be no groundwater flow across it, for the impermeable 
material cannot contribute water to the pumping well. An imaginary 
discharging well has been placed at the same distance as the real well 
from the boundary but on the opposite side, and both wells are on a 
common line perpendicular to the boundary_ At the boundary the drawdown 
produced by the image well is equal to the drawdown caused by the real 
well. Therefore, the drawdown cones for the real and image wells will 
be symmetrical and will produce a groundwater divide at every point 
along the boundary line. Because there can be no flow across a divide, 
the image system satisfies the boundary conditions of the real problem. 
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The resultant drawdown at any point of interest on the cone of depres-
sion in the real region is the algebraic sum of the drawdowns produced 
at that point by the system of real and image wells. The constant pro-
file of the cone of depression is flatter on the side of the real well 
toward the boundary and steeper on the opposite side away from the 
boundary than it would be if no boundary were present. 
Recharge boundary 
In this case, the well in an aquifer is hydraulically controlled 
by a perennial stream. For thin aquifers the effect of vertical flow 
component are small at relatively short distances from the stream, and 
if the stream stage is not lowered by the flow to the real well there 
is established the boundary condition that there shall be no drawdown 
along the stream position. So for most field situations it can be 
assumed for practical purposes that the stream is fully penetrating and 
equivalent to a line source at a constant head. An imaginary recharging 
well is assumed to be placed at the same distance as the real well from 
the line source but on the opposite side. Both wells are situated on a 
cornmon line perpendicular to the line source. The imaginary recharging 
well operates simultaneously with the real well and returns water to 
the aquifer at the same rate that it is withdrawn by the real well. The 
resultant drawdown at any point of interest on the cone of depression 
in the real region is the algebraic sum of the drawdowns produced at 
that point by the system of real and image wells. The resultant pro-
file of the cone of depression is flatter on the landward side of the 
well and steeper on the riverward side. 
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Multiple boundary system 
Two or more boundaries are required to delimit a wedge-shaped 
aquifer; two parallel boundaries form an infinite-strip aquifer; two 
boundaries intersected at right angles by a third boundary 
form a semiinfinite-strip aquifer; and four boundaries intersected 
at right angles form a rectangular aquifer. The ~vell theory 
could be applied to such cases by taking into consideration successive 
reflections on the boundaries. 
A number of image wells are associated with a pair of converging 
boundaries. Each primary image well produces an unbalanced effect at 
the opposite boundary. The actual well angle flAil is approximated as 
to one of certain aliquot parts of 3600 as specified by Ferris et al. 
(1962) as follows: 
If the aquifer wedge boundaries are of a like character, "An must 
be an aliquot part of 1800 . If the boundaries are not of a like charac-
ter, "A" must be an aliquot of 900 . Then the number of reflections 
required to produce a balance image system is given by the equation 
N = 3600 - 1 
A 
The locus of image well locations is a circle whose center is at the 
apex of the wedge and whose radius is equal to the distance from the 
pumped well to the wedge apex. 
(8) 
If the arrangement of two boundaries is such that they are parallel 
to each other, the number of wells are extending to infinity. 
Practically it is only necessary to add pairs of image wells until the 
next pair has negligible influence on the point of interest. 
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Generally, geologic boundaries do not occur as abrupt discontin-
uities with the geometry allowed for by image well theory. However, for 
the purpose of analyzing drawdown in well fields it is often possible to 
approximate them as such. 
The image well theory could also be applied in case of multiwell 
field system. If there are n wells working at Ql' Q2' ... , Q
n 
pumping 
rates at distances of r 1 , , ... r from an observation point, then n 
the drawdown equation is (Freeze 1979): 
in 
h -0 
which 
h -0 
u. 
]. 
h 
Q1 Q2 W(u2) + ... 
Q
n 
41rT W(u1) + 41TT + 41TT H(un ) 
h is the drawdmvn at the observation point 
,.....-;;;;-:--. , i 
]. 
1,2, ... ,n 
t. the time since pumping started for the discharge Q. 
]. ]. 
(9) 
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CHAPTER III 
MODEL DESCRIPTION, ADVANTAGES, AND LIMITATIONS 
Background 
The drawdown model originated with an earlier version written by 
Bowles and Rogers (1973). That model calculated the drawdown for three 
aquifer boundary condition cases, namely; steady state, confined aquifer; 
steady state, unconfined aquifer; and unsteady state, confined aquifer 
in the English system of units. It included the analysis of boundary 
conditions, several wells, several points of interests, change of the 
drawdown as the discharging time continued, and graph. The model 
described in this chapter is an expanded version of the earlier model 
and is capable of holding 11 aquifer and well boundary conditions, 
English or metric system of units, constant or variable pumping rate. 
Model Description 
Appendix A contains the program listing and the flow chart illu-
strating the interrelationship of the main parts of the program. 
Figure 1 shows the interrelationship between the main program and the 
subroutines. 
Input to the program is from two sources. A file which contains 
the tables for well functions, and the data on punched cards which de-
fine the scope of the problem to be solved. The data cards define the 
Subroutine Subroutine Subroutine 
INTRP3 IPLOT OUTPUT 
I I 
I 
Subroutine Subroutine Main Subroutine 
INTRP2 DRAWOD Program INTERS 
I I 
I 
Subroutine Subroutine Subroutine 
'----
INTRPI PARALL REFLEC 
Figure 1. The interrelationship between the main program and the subroutine. 
N 
W 
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number of cases to be solved, the system of units used, the number of 
boundaries, the number of points of interest, the number of wells, and 
the type of aquifer and well boundary conditions. Boundary geometry, 
points of interest, and the cartesian coordinates of real wells must be 
specified in another set of cards. Aquifer characteristics for the case 
study are read separately. Time data are read from another card. 
Finally, if variable discharge problem is to be analyzed, a set of cards 
to define the discharges of each well must be specified. Appendix B 
contains examples of the data cards to be used with their format for 
several example cases. 
Errors might arise if wrong data are used or there is a violation 
in program limitations. Appendix B contains the error messages which 
may be printed during the program execution. 
If the S.l. system of units is used in the input, then the data are 
converted in the program to the F.P.S. system. Table 4 contains the 
conversion factors for all the parameters used in the program. Appendix 
B contains a description of input data and formats. 
Table 4. Conversion factors. 
Multiply one 
Meter 
cubic meter/day 
square meter/day 
meter/day 
Analysis of geometry 
By 
3.281 
0.18345 
2.28 
0.695 
To obtain 
feet 
gallon/minute 
gallon/day/foot 
gallon/day/ft 2 
The boundary configuration is limited to the following six cases 
which can be analyzed with the image well theory~ no boundaries, one 
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boundary, two intersecting boundaries, two parallel boundaries, three 
boundaries intersected at right angles, and four boundaries intersected 
at right angles. Figure 2 illustrates these cases. An error message 
will be given as an output if the problem to be solved is not one of 
these cases. 
Image well generation 
The purpose of image well generation is to find the number and the 
coordinates of the image wells due to the existence of boundaries, and 
the distances from the observation point to the image wells. To do this 
job, three subroutines are used, REFLEC, PARALL, and INTERS subroutines. 
Subroutine REFLEC determines the coordinates of the image wells 
and checks whether the boundary is barrier or recharge one. Subroutine 
INTERS determines the number of image wells (n) in the case of inter-
secting boundaries with an angle of (A) using equation number (8). Sub-
rountine INTERS calls Subrountine REFLEC to determine the coordinates 
and type of the image wells (discharge or recharge). Subroutine PARALL 
determines the number of image wells in case of parallel boundaries, 
calls Subroutine REFLEC to find the coordinates and type of the image 
wells, finds the distance from the point of interest to the image well. 
Subroutine PARALL then calls Subroutine DRAWDO which calculates the 
drawdown from each well which is explained in the next section. Sub-
routine PARALL checks the change in drawdown as additional image wells 
are added to see if it is within a user-specified convergence limit. The 
maximum number of image wells is 1000 (see the limitation of the pro-
gram). Subroutine REFLEC is also used by the main program in the case 
of a single boundary. 
o 
Real Well 
a. No boundaries 
o 
Real Well 
c. Two boundaries intersecting 
with an angle 
o 
Real Well 
e. Semi-infinite strip 
aquifer 
o 
Real Well 
b. Single boundary 
o 
Real Well 
d. Infinite strip aquifer 
o 
Real Well 
f. Rectangular aquifer 
Figure 2. Limitations on the configuration of system of 
boundaries. 
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Drawdmvn computation 
The coordinates, type, and number of image wells are stored and 
then used to evaluate the total drawdown at each point of interest as 
the algebraic sum of drawdown due to each image well and each real well. 
The computation of drawdown is perfomred by Subroutine DRAWDO. The 
first four cases (see Table 2) are solved analytically. The other 
seven cases (see Table 2) use the well function tables to interpolate 
linearly the value of well function and substitute it in the drawdown 
equation. This interpolation is done by two subroutines, INTRP1 and 
INTRP2. If the well function table is one dimensional, Subroutine 
INTRPI is used, and if it is two dimensional, Subroutine INTRP2 is 
used. In the unconfined aquifer unsteady case (case number 11) two 
alternative equations are used depending on the time since pumping 
began. Boulton (1963) gave a graph for estimating the time range of 
each equation from the value of riB. This graph was approximated by a 
table of times which are interpolated using Subroutine INTRP3 using a 
given value of riB. An error message is printed by the program if the 
value of riB is not within the bounds of the table. 
Drmvdown may be evaluated for a series of time intervals based on 
a logarithmic scale. A choice of minutes or days as a time unit and of 
the number of log cycles of time (up to 3) must be made by the user. 
Well losses 
The well loss for each well at each pumping rate, if variable 
discharge rate is used, is calculated as follows: 
s 
w 
in which 
s the well loss due to turbulence flow near the well 
w 
Q the pumping rate of the well 
C = the well loss constant 
w 
n = an exponent relating the discharge Q to the well loss, s . 
. w 
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The two constants C and n are stored in the main program and then used 
w 
to calculate the well loss directly. 
Several realw'ells 
Up to fifteen real wells can be analyzed simultaneously using this 
program. A separate image well system is generated for each real well. 
At each point of interest, th.e drawdown is composed of contributions 
from all real and image wells. The program could be easily changed to 
accommodate more than 15 real wells. 
Several points ~f interest 
The program can calculate drawdown at up to 15 points of interest 
at the same time. These points could be positioned to give enough 
drawdown information to enable to draw contour lines of the water table 
surface or the piezometric surface. If these points are on a straight 
line a graph option may be used to show the change of drawdown along 
the line. A relatively simple change for the program would print m.Qre 
than 15 points. 
Variable pumping rate 
A variable pumping rate can be justified for any of th.e unsteady 
cases (i.e. cases number 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11). Pumping from the 
real well(s) must be specified for each time interval. The discharge 
in each or time interval is considered to be constant. For the 
variable pumping condition the time intervals must be used in days and 
each interval must be of the same length. 
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To explain how to treat this case, suppose there are n pumping 
rates and m wells. Thus the number of time steps is n+l. Let Qij 
represent the discharge for well number i at stage of pumping j. At the 
initial time of pumping when j=l the discharge Qil=O for all wells (i). 
If the discharge of well k is constant in all time steps, i.e. Qkj is 
constant for all values of j, while the other ~l7ells have a variable 
discharge, then the values of Qkj should be set 
in each time step. 
to the same value 
The number of time increments and the whole pumping time is stored 
and then used to calculate the drawdown through double matching do-loops 
(see Figure 3 and the flow chart). The first do-loop is used to calcu-
late the drawdown for the new change in discharge in the recent time 
~nterval, and the second do-loop is used to calculate the dra~l7down con-
tinuation from the previous changes in discharges in the previous time 
intervals. 
Analysis of dra~l7down components 
Drawdown is divided to four components for each real well, the 
drawdown caused by pumping from the real well excluding the effect of 
partial penetration and boundaries, the effect of partial penetration 
in the real well only, the effect of boundaries, and the effect of 
partial penetration on the boundaries. In the program, the drawdown 
caused by each real well and the effect of partial penetration is 
stored. As the computation of drawdown for each real well with its 
o ~.~--------------------------------------------------------------------
-.-
<I> 
Discharge -drawdown curve if there is no change 
------------------in discharge since the first day 
<I> 2 "I-
"-' 
z 
3: 3 0 
0 ;:: 4 « 
a::: 
0 
5 
Discharge_ drawdown Curve if there is no ~ange in dis~h;r; 7in';e t'h:-s:c;'O;d-
day 
6 
0 2 3 
TIME AFTER PUMPING STARTS(days) 
Figure 3. Discharge-drawdown curve for variable pumping case. 
w 
o 
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image wells is completed the stored value of drawdown is called and 
subtracted from the total sum of drawdowns caused by real and image 
wells. This process is repeated twice to find the effect of the system 
alone, and the effect of partial penetration alone. 
Program options 
Many options are used in this program to broaden the utility of 
the program. A full description of these options is given in the user's 
manual contained in Appendix A. Any number of runs (NCASES) with 
different parameters can be run sequentially in the same program 
execution. S.I. or foot-pound-second system of units can be used 
(JUNIT). Optional tabular output of the drawdown components (ITABLE) 
and tabular output of individual image and real well calculations 
(INDIV) is also available. A time unit option (ITUNT) makes an avail-
able choice of using days or minutes. Both cases of constant or 
variable discharge can be handled using the parameter ITMV. One or more 
time increments can be used to show the change of drawdown as time 
proceeds by using NTI option. Finally, an optional graph of drawdown 
vs. distance or drawdown vs. time is available using IPLOT option. 
Output 
All the equations of drawdown computations in this program use the 
F.P.S. system of units. If the input data is the S.l. system, then it 
is converted to the F.P.S. system for the calculations and the results 
are converted back into S.l. units. The conversion factors are given 
in Table 4. 
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Three type of output exist: 
1. A basic tabular output of input data and results. 
2. Two optional tabular outputs. The first one is for the in-
dividual processes of the program containing the coordinates of 
each image well and its contribution to total drawdown at a 
point of interest. The second one contains a breakdown of the 
drawdown components. 
3. An optional graphical output of drawdown vs. log (time from the 
beginning of pumping) or drawdown vs. log (radius from the real 
well) in case of constant rate. If variable pumping 
rate is used then a graph of drawdown vs. (time from the 
beginning of pumping) is drawn. 
Examples of the program output are given in Appendix C. 
The purpose of this section is to explain the advantages of model 
and its practical field 
have an adequate unders 
ion. At this point, the reader should 
of the working of the model. Groundwater 
models serve as a means to understand the mechanism of groundwater 
resource in nature and to what might happen under various 
possible future conditions. So groundwater models are a very valuable 
tool in water resources 
Time saving 
This model could save a lot of time in hand calculations to predict 
the drawdown in a well field, especially when the basin is a complex 
one with many wells, several barrier or recharge boundaries, and there 
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is a variable discharge rate. The task of placing the input data in the 
required input format saves days or even weeks of longhand error-prone 
calculations. This capability for rapid calculation of drawdown under 
complex conditions will also make possible the examination of many 
alternative designs which would otherwise be impossible. Convenient 
tables of input data and results are provided by the program. 
Education tool 
This program with its associated tables are stored in a computer 
disk file which can be readily transfered to other computers. The 
program would be useful to students of groundwater in helping them 
develop a rapid feel for drawdown complicated ground~vater systems and 
to enable them to perform sensitivity studies on wuch factors as 
hydraulic characteristics and different boundary conditions. 
Groundwater contour map 
It is possible to predict water table or piezometric surface maps 
in a simple or complex basin by using this model. The procedure is to 
make a run ivith enough points ing the of interest to 
find the drawdown at each point as a result of pumping or recharge. 
Thus, the contour lines of equal heights of water table or piezometric 
surface can be drawn through these points. 
It is important in agriculture to have a permissible range of water 
table elevations. Maintaining the root zone in the soil with certain 
percentages of water and air is determined by two factors, soil pro-
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perties and water table elevation. Using the model, it is possible to 
predict the water table elevation and then determine the amount and time 
for pumping so that the plant will not die neither because of wilting, 
nor because of extra amount of water in the soil pores. It is also 
possible to determine the schedule of irrigation for a permissible 
drawdown in the field in the daily, weekly or monthly basis as needed. 
This problem can be solved by the variable pumping rate case which is 
one of the most powerful part of this model. 
Model contribution to industry 
Water is as important in industry as in agriculture. Huge amounts 
of water are used in different industrial production processes. In 
some cases, the factories have their own wells to produce water. The 
amounts of water used in industry varies in each day, week, or month 
according to the period of working hours, days, or according to the 
rush production. Using the model helps in the drawdown prediction in 
the well field. A convenient table of pumping schedule can be easily 
prepared. 
Groundwater recharge 
Sometimes it is required to recharge a basin with water to compen-
sate the drought periods. Injection well is one of sever~l means to 
recharge the basin with water. The rise in the water table or piezo-
metric surface can be computed in the model by specifying the well type 
in the input data as an injection or a discharging well. A combination 
of discharging and injection well systems in the basin, if exist, can be 
analyzed normally. 
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Construction dewatering 
In the construction of building foundations below the water table 
it is necessary to lower the water table using wells around the periphery 
of the excavation so that work may be carried out in the dry. Using the 
model, systems of dewatering wells could be analyzed in an iterative 
design procedure to find the best layout to achieve the required 
lowering of the water table. 
Model Limitations 
Even when the model covers a variety of situations, it is con-
strained in its logic to some constraints. Sometimes, when the model 
is blocked to these constraints, there is an error message as an output. 
1. Firstly, the model is constrained to a maximum of 15 points of 
interest, 15 wells, 4 boundaries, and 15 steps in variable discharge 
case. These numbers are within uses. These limitations can 
be changed simply by increasing the dimensions of the arrays, but then 
the program will become more expensive to run. 
2. Another limitation is the geometric configuration of the 
boundaries (six kinds of configurations). These configurations, if 
violated, will result in an error message. In practical situations, the 
real world should be approximated to one of the six cases if possible. 
3. Convergence limit of the drawdown is one of the most important 
limitations in the program if a pair of parallel boundaries exists. The 
existence of parallel boundaries will result in an e number of 
image wells. Practically, this number is determined so that the final 
image well contribution to the drawdown has a negligible effect. This 
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negligible effect is the value to the convergence limit in the 
program logic. If a small convergence limit is assigned in the input 
data, a large number of 'veIls will result which causes an ex-
pensive run. Error message is as a warning message if the number 
of image wells exceeds 1000 and the drawdovlll in the last image well is 
still more than the convergence limit. 
4. The interpolation of well function from the stored tables in 
the files in the computer memory is done So the well function 
curves are approximated to lines bet'"een the nodal values of 
the tables. To have more accurate results, a 
increments should be used. Also if the 
to the well or far away from it, the int 
side the table limitations. 
number of small 
of interest is too close 
ing value becomes out-
5. In unsteady, water table variable discharge case, it is assumed 
that if the drawdown is within 10 percent of the aquifer thickness, then 
water is assumed to flow horizontally from the aquifer to the well and 
hence the principle of superposition is applied. 
6. Some additional limitations from the structure of the 
computer program are: 
a. Only one point of interest can be considered when dealing with 
more than one time increment in the constant discharge case. 
b. Only one point of interest can be considered when dealing with 
more than one time increment in the variable discharge case. 
c. Time must be expressed in fractions of a day and not hours or 
minutes in the variable case, 
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CHAPTER IV 
MODEL VERIFICATION AND APPLICATION 
Many using different model options have been run and 
verified by hand calculation. These examples include all boundary types 
and configurations, aquifer types, equilibrium and nonequilibrium cases, 
constant and variable pumping cases, and the F.P.S. and S.I. system of 
units. Several of these cases are described below and example output 
and output may be found in Appendix C. 
1-1odel Verification 
A set of selected cases from the above mentioned examples is 
described below. These examples cover the most important components 
of the model and are made up of various combinations which could be 
encountered in the field. Refer to Figure 2 for boundary configurations 
,and Table 1 for the definition of drawdown cases used in these examples. 
No boundaries and drawdown case 11 
The drawdowns were calculated at a point of interest for four days 
of variable pumping rates from founr fully penetrating wells in an un-
confined aquifer, under nonequilibrium conditions. The metric system of 
units was used. This run cost 11 cents. 
Single boundary and drawdown case 7 
The drawdown was calculated over two log cycles of time in days 
after the start of constant pumping, for a fully penetrating well in a 
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leaky artesian aquifer without water released from storage in an aqui-
tard under nonequilibrium condition. The graph option of drawdown vs. 
time was used. This run cost 32 cents. 
Parallel pair of boundaries and drawdown case 9 
Drawdown was calculated at the middle point between two parallel 
boundaries due to pumping at a constant rate from a fully penetrating 
well in a leaky artesian , with water released from storage in 
aquitard under nonequilibrium condition. Time is in minutes and the 
S.l. system of units were used. In this run, the tabulation of the in-
dividual contributions to drawdown from each real and image well was 
included. This run cost 19 cents. 
900 intersection of two boundaries 
and drawdown case 5 
The drawdown was calculated at a point of interest due to four 
partially penetrating wells in an unconfined aquifer with various per-
centages of penetration at each well. The drawdown was calculated at 
four time increments under variable pumping conditions for the non-
equilibrium case. The S.l. system of units was used. This run cost 15 
cents. 
Semiinfinite aquifer and drawdown case 4 
Drawdown was calculated at 15 points of interest laying on a 
straight line. A fully penetrating well is located in a confined semi-
infinite strip anisotropic aquifer. One of the boundaries is a re-
charge one while the parallel pair are of the barrier This run 
cost 15 cents. The S.I. system of units was used. The computer output 
in Appendix C includes a graph of drawdown vs. distance. 
Two perpendicular parallel pairs of boundaries 
and drawdown case 1 
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The rise in the piezometric surface due to the injection of water 
via a fully penetrating well was calculated in a rectangular, confined 
aquifer under equilibrium conditions. This rectangular aquifer might 
represent a water storage basin. The S.I. system of units was used. 
This run cost 13 cents. The printout, including the tabulation of the 
individual contributions to drawdown from each real and image wells, is 
given in Appendix C. 
Application to Well Spacing 
Purpose 
The problem of well spacing is a practical problem facing ground-
water engineers. Two objectives should be satisfied in this problem, 
engineering feasibility and cost minimization. The amount of drawdown 
at any point of interest depends on the spacing of the wells and the 
distances between the observation point and the production wells. For 
a given aquifer and boundary configuration, there are many alternative 
well field designs, ranging from a small number of wells spaced far 
apart, and hence less well interference, to a larger number of wells 
with closer spacing. In the first case, the pipeline cost is more and 
the well drilling cost plus casing and maintenance cost is less than the 
second case. A design requirement is that the drawdown be limited and 
the design pumping rate be obtained. The criterion for selecting an 
alternative design is that it will have the minimum cost. 
Problem statement 
It is required to obtain a discharge of 750 gpm in a well 
field to be located in a confined aquifer type (drawdown case 3) such 
that the drawdown in the most affected well is not more than 10.00 + 
0.15 feet to ensure artesian flow conditions and to minimize the in-
stallation and operation cost of the pumping unit. The wells should 
be located on a circumference of a and the discharging water 
from these wells will be collected, by means of pipelines radiating 
from the center of the circle. There is a barrier boundary located 
15,000 feet from the center of the circle. The following data are 
available (see Figure 4). 
Permeability of the aquifer, k 400 gpd/ft2 
Thickness of the aquifer, m 120 ft 
Coefficient of storage of the aquifer, S 
Well loss constant, C =: 0.00001 
w 
Well loss exponent, n = 1.75 
Depth of each well = 150 ft 
0.0005 
Maximum period of well system =: 5 days 
Cost of cementing each well $200 
Annual maintenance of each well $200 
Discount rate = 10% 
Estimated life span for the wells and pipelines = 30 years 
Annual maintenance for the =: $0. 
Cost of drilling wells with the cost, and the per-
missible discharge for each diameter are in Table 5 (personal 
communication with the well drilling companies in Logan, Utah 1980). 
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Radius of the well 
circular field - 4,669 ft 
15,000 ft 
pter of well field 
Depth of each well-
150 ft 
Figure 4. Plan and section of selected well field 
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Table 5. Cost and permissible discharge for various well diameters. 
Well or pipe Drilling cost Permissible 
diameter of well Cost of pipeline discharge 
(in. ) ($/ft) ($!ft) (gpm) 
6 21.00 3.00 100 
8 24.00 4.30 200 
10 32.00 5.25 400 
12 39.00 6.25 600 
The object of the problem is to design the most economical spacing of 
the well system. 
Solution 
The procedure to solve this problem begins by a certain 
number of wells located on a circle circumference with an assumed 
radius. The discharge of each well is equal to the discharge 
divided by the number of wells. The coordinates of each well are 
computed and a model run is performed to compute the drawdown at the 
well nearest to" the barrier boundary. Well loss at the well is added to 
the total drawdown and the resultant drawdown is compared with the 
maximum permitted drawdown in the aquifer system. By varying the 
radius of the circular well field the radius at which the selected 
number of wells results in the maximum permissible drawdown is obtained. 
For each radius a new model run is made to compute drawdown at the well 
nearest the barrier boundary. As the radius is increased the interwell 
interference decreases, but the boundary interference increases in the 
wells located nearer to the boundary. 
The next step is to assume some other numbers of wells and repeat 
the above procedure to obtain a maximum radius such that the constraint 
on maximum drawdown is still met. 
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The result is a set of alternative well field designs (see Table 6), 
each of which has approximately the same maximum amount of drawdown in 
the well nearest to the boundary and each of which has the same design 
discharge. Each alternative differes from the others by the number of 
wells and their spacing and therefore the cost of installation and 
maintenance. The total cost of each design is expressed as an equiva-
lent annual amount. It is composed of the equivalent annual amount of 
all the wells and the connecting pipelines between the wells and the 
center of the well system circle, and the annual maintenance of the 
well system. No operation cost is required since no pumping is needed 
under artesian flow condition. Cost figures are also included in Table 
6. The selected design is the one with minimum total cost. From Table 
6 it can be seen that this design comprises 7 wells located around a 
circumference of a circle of 1600 feet diameter. The total annual cost 
is $4,669. The computer model output for some runs performed in this 
well spacing case study is included in Appendix C. The role of the 
computer model in this well field design problem is to define the 
feasible set of designs that satisfy the maximum drawdown condition. 
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Table 6. Economical analysis of alternatrive '>vell field designs. 
Number of 
wells 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Total drawdown 
at the well 
(ft) 9.98 10.01 10.00 10.10 10.09 10.00 9.99 
Discharge from 
each well (gpm) 187.50 150.00 125.00 107.10 93.70 83.30 74.00 
Diameter of 
well (in) 8.00 8.00 8.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Radius of 
center of 
wells (ft) 5,000 2,750 2,000 1,600 1,400 1,300 1,200 
Total pipeline 
length (ft) 20,000 13,750 12,000 11,200 11,200 11,700 12,000 
Total pipeline 
cost ($) 86,000 59,125 51,600 33,600 33,600 35,100 36,000 
Cost of cemen-
ting all the 
wells ($) 800 1,000 1,200 1,400 1,600 1,800 2,000 
Cost of drilling 
all the wells 
($) 14,400 18,000 21,600 22,050 25,200 28,350 31,500 
Capital invest-
ment cost 
($) 101,200 78,125 74,400 57,050 60,400 65,250 69,500 
Equivalent 
annual capital 
cost ($) 
(Based on 30 
yr life, 10%) 5,800 4,477 4,264 3,269 3,461 3,740 3,983 
Yearly main-
tenance ($) 800 1,000 1,200 1,400 1,600 1,800 2,000 
Total annual 
cost 6,600 5,477 5,464 4,669 5,061 5,540 5,983 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this chapter is to give a brief summary of the work, 
to list the conclusions from the study, and to give recommendations for 
further work which might continue the process of model improvement. 
Summary 
This study involves the computation of the drawdown in a well field 
as a result of removal or recharge of water. A total of eleven differ-
ent aquifer hydraulic cases which are described in Ivalton (1970) and 
Bouwer (1978) have been included in the model. 
The problem of a finite aquifer caused by the existence of hydraulic 
boundaries has been solved using image well theory as described by Ferris 
et al. (1962). Six cases of boundary configurations, barrier or re-
charge boundaries, or combinations of both, can be analyzed with this 
program. 
Water table or piezometric surface profiles can be calculated with 
the model, and can be displayed as a graph of drawdown vs. distance by 
using many points of interest (up to 15 points) arranged on a straight 
line from the real well. Another graph option is available to show the 
change of the drawdown with time as pumping continues. 
Frequently, many wells working simultaneously may exist in a well 
field. Up to 15 real wells (discharging or injection wells) with the 
well loss computation for each one can be treated by the model. 
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In addition to constant pumping rate case, a stepped pumping rate 
case can be analyzed in any of the aquifer, well, or boundary situations. 
A maximum of 15 time increments for the stepped pumping case can be 
used. These time increments should be equal in length. A fraction of 
a day can be used as a time increment. The change of drawdown in each 
time increment at one point of interest can be displayed on a graphical 
output but only days as a time unit is permitted in this case. 
The drawdown components can be analyzed for each well at each 
point of interest or at each time increment. Four components have been 
considered: the effect of pumping from the well only, the effect of 
partial penetration of the well alone, the effect of the boundaries (if 
they exist) alone, and the effect of partial penetration by all the 
boundaries. The total effect of pumping on the drawdown is the sum of 
these four components. 
To make the model more flexible, there is an option to use the S.l. 
or F.P.S. system of units. Another option is to use a time unit in 
minutes or days except in the variable pumping case when days must be 
used. 
The output is in a tabular form with a graphical option. The draw-
down components table is option. There is another optional output which 
shows the calculation of drawdown for each image well. Care should be 
taken in using this option especially if a pair of parallel boundaries 
exist in the problem because it can become quite voluminous. 
A number of error messages are included in the program to inform 
the user of incorrect input data or violations of the program limita-
tations. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions were reached based on the program 
performance. 
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1. Convergence limit (CONV). Theoretically, the number of image 
wells in the case of a pair of parallel boundaries should extend to 
infinity. A convergence limit (CONV) is assigned by the user to 
truncate the series of image wells when the drawdown contribution from 
the latest image well is less than the convergence limit. The affect of 
changing the convergence limit to the accuracy of results and cost of 
running depends on the nature of the problem to be solved. In some 
cases, changing the convergence limit neither changed the accuracy of 
results nor the cost of running. In other cases, reducing CONY from 
0.05 to 0.01 feet, for example, increase the accuracy to + 0.025 feet 
while the cost of running increased by 20 percent. Sometimes in the 
cases of interpolating the well function from their tables, a little 
change in CONV will cause the interpolating values to be outside the 
table bounds. 
2. Interpolation error. The effect of linear interpolation from 
the well function tables cause a small negligible error. This inter-
polation error in most cases is less than 5 percent than the inter-
polation from the well function curves. 
3. Time until steady state condition achieved. The time at which 
steady state flow conditions are reduced can be determined using the 
model by running the unsteady state case with many time increments 
until the increase in the pumping period haS no effect on the amount 
of drawdown. 
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4. Factors affecting well spacing. From running the well spacing 
example, it was found that the cost of the connecting pipeline has more 
affect on well spacing than the cost of drilling the wells. The cost 
of yearly maintenance of the well system is very sensitive to the well 
spacing. 
5. Cost of running and compilation of the model. The cost of 
compiling the program is about $4.50 on the Burroughs B6800 computer. 
The cost of storing the program in a computer disk plus the cost of 
storing the well function tables in the files is about $5.50 per month. 
The cost of running different cases depends on the nature of the problem 
itself. The cost of running the case study increases with decreases in 
the convergence limit, and with increases in the number of boundaries, 
well boundaries, points of interest, and stages in the varible pumping 
case. The cost of each run is given in each example and ranges from 
11¢ to 32¢. These costs are the night computer costs which are 10 
percent of the usual daytime costs. 
Recommendations 
Nothing is complete in the real world because we are human beings. 
The recent knowledge is built on the previous knowledge and so for the 
future knowledge. This study needs to be continued, and there are 
several recommendations for future work. 
1) The boundary geometry is limited to six regular cases of 
boundaries in this model. In the real world the boundaries are located 
in irregular shapes and curves. Introducing the capability for 
analyzing well fields defined by such boundary configurations would be 
a useful addition. 
2) Another recommendation is to solve cases 5 through 11 (see 
Table 1) analytically without using the well function tables and an 
interpolation procedure. 
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3) It would also be useful to add the sloping water table situation 
to the program. 
4) A capability for obtaining the drawdown at many points of 
interest during many time intervals should be included in the model. 
5) The model can be adapted to utilize any pumping schedule which 
might be proposed or used in the field. 
6) A graph plotting subroutine can be added to plot drawdown vs 
time and distance or vs two distances axes. 
7) The well spacing analysis described in Chapter IV could be in-
cluded as a separate subroutine to avoid the current trial and error 
procedure which involves many separate computer runs. 
8) Convert the program to be interactive. 
9) A groundwater contour map subroutine should be added to the 
model. 
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APPENDIX A 
Model Component 
1. Model flow chart 
2. Program listing 
3. Variable Dictionary 
~ __ ~~~~Boundary 
___ .l __ ..... ~:-=-:::......:s;.;.lored tables data 
~ from flies Control if needed I-__ --,..l 
Time Incre-
ment loop for 
constant Q 
card 
no 
Figure A.I. Model flow chart. 
lnates 
no 
Real 
well 
data 
S4 
Program listing, 
,Il[ 
ftl[ 
fiLE 
'11.£ 
fiLE 
500 
501 
SoZ 
SOl 
50G 
Sa' 
550 
551 
SSl 
551 
SSG 
555 
S56 
551 
SSe 
55'1 
560 
561 
562 
561 
IO(KINO'OIS~.IITLE.·TA8L!·,fIL!IYP[·l' 
lIIKIND'OIS~.TITLf··rlOLEI·,f'LETYP[.l) 
12IKIUDoOISK,TITLE."Tl8LEZ",fILET'PEol) 
lIIKINOODISK.TITL[,·TlBL£3",fIL£TYPE.7) 
14(KlNDoOIS~.TITlE··TleLEq·,fILfTYP£'7' 
COHHON/8Da/O"I~',C(."efYPE(q).T"(Q),N8ND' 
I/PI!/XPI451,Yp(451 
Z/H!Ll/XWIls).VWIISI.WTYPEI15),OCON8TIIS),RAOIIISI,NWElLS,ww 
J/GEOM/KINlll,21.KPARAI2,2).KSING,N8ING.NINT.NPARl 
4/HYOR/PERM,THCk,CST,HO,SY,N8AR"alP,PBAR,ALfA,ALfTWT,llMT 
,/IMWL/XI(IOOOI,yllloool,TVPlllaOOI,OOlfll$1 
6/INDX/D,!P,I_,JJ.JJI,JJZ,NIHOa,NERR,tlz,TII,N'J,ISHAX,ITUNT 
7/CONT/KPPoe,PI.SCONVIZI,LI10I.CONV.JUNIT,IVV,IH,IRK 
a/OUT/TITlE(20),XIIOOI,YIIOa).ZIIOOI,QI2"II),~AH'li5),TWT 
9/ANI8/XX,YV,lKY,TXX,TYV,NLOG,ITHV,TINC,lTv,TIH£CI5),QVAR(IS.15) 
I/TAel/~(121,NIll"T(lOO.15),VI7,.I,),W(65,.S.121,Hf(300,15) 
2/WL08/CW(15),wNIISI,eEEI!5).S(II!,!SI,Y'OT(IS,~S),ITA8LE 
l/WT8L/VWD(15.QS',YPN(15.QS),V~8(15,QS),VP81Is,a51,VSP(q').SPTDT 
DIM[NSION YHII15._S),YPIIIS,4S1,YHZI15.4'),YP2115,QS),YTOTJI15,a5) 
DIMENSION XH(IOOO).YHIIOOO) 
fORHA'I!.,' ',fS,1,1 '.'8.1,' l,fl.0.4X,' j,fl,I,' ."r, 
II, , ',fa ,2) 
'0~HAT(3X,' ',IQ,' '.15,' ',[5,1 ',\2,' 
I 1.'S.Z.2HI 
'OR~AT(3x,' '.F7.1.' t,r7.I,' I"i,o,ax.' ',fl,I,' ',T7. II,' ','Q,21 
fORHATI} •• ' '.E8,2.' '.r5,o,' '.E8,2,1 ','IO.ql 
fO~HAY(IHI.'ERROR NO ',12) 
f OR HI TlZDA Q I 
'ORHATII~I.III.OX,'CONTRI8UTIONS TO TOTAL DRAHDOWN AT PDINT 0' INT 
IERtST NO',IJ.I.eX,'OY R!Al WELL NO',II,! ANO ITS AS$DCIAY£D IMAGE 
iHELl SVSTEH'.I,ftX,'WITH A DISCHARGE Of ',f7.2,' GPHI) 
fORHATIIII,SX,'ND TyPE X CDORO V COORO RADIUS TIH[ DRAW 
1001111 CUHULA TI V£ , ,1. UK. I OftAWOOlI1I II 
fOR"'T!IH ,14X,!ISX,'FT'),4X,IDAV$',SX,'fT'.9X,"T" 
fORHAT!IH ,llx,J!SX",t".4X,'MINS',Sx,'ft',9X,"T'1 
fORHlTIIHO,5X,rq,1 REll!,f9.I"10.I,F'I.I,IX,,S.2.Z(lX,f7.JI) 
'DRHATIIHO.5X,lo,' IHAGE!,".I,'IO , I.'9.1,IX.FS.2,zllX,f7,JII 
fORHATIl1 ,Q~X,'YOTlL eONfAI8UTIo~r,QX,f1.11 
fORHATIIHO,5I,14.' RtAL',f',I,fIO,I,F9.1,' £OUtH'.2(!X,,1,))1 
fORMATIIHo,SX.IQ,' IHAG["T~II,tIO,I,t9,1,1 EOV,H'.ZllX,f7.JII 
fDRHATIJX,' ',[8,2.' .£8,2.'. 1,[S,2,' 'IES,i) 
fORl1lTOX,' '.£8.2.' I.F~.O.'· '.Ee,i,· ',,4,21 
FOAH""(4)(,· ',[8.2,' ','II),o,t. -,f8,2,f ',''5,O,f 
I ',fa.l) . 
FORHAT(4X,t .,[ft,l,' ",S,O,' ',£8.2,' .,,5.0,t 
l • ,U.2,· • ,t6,Z' fORMAT,QX,' .,£8.2,t ,,'S,O,t t,[8,2,' I,E6,2" 
56q 
56'S 
5U 
51>7 
5&8 
I ',fIO,51 
fDRHATIIHI,III,ax,icDHTRIUTIDN TO TOTAL DRAIIDOWN AT TIHE INCR£MENT 
I NOI,ll,I,&X,iSy REAL WELL NO',ll,' AND ItS ASSOCIATED IHAOE wELL 
23Y&t~"'.I,ex,'MITH A OlaCHARGt Of 1,'7,2,' GPH') 
fORMATIIHI,III.&X,jCONTAIBUTIDNS TO TOTAL DRIHDOWII AT POINT 0' INT 
IERtST "O',ll,/,ex,ioy REAL M!LL NO',I!,' AND ITS ASSOCIATED IMACE 
2HtLL SYSTEHI,I,II,'HITH A DISCHARgE 0, !"f,Z,' CH/D'I 
fORHATllH ,14X.JI$i,'HTf"qx.iDAV$',SX,!HTI,9X,'HT') 
fORHAT(IH ,14x,)(eX,'HT').4X,IHINS',5X,I"TI,'X.'HT'1 
'ORHATIIHI.III,a~,leONTRIUTION TO fDTAL ORAWDONN AT TIII£ INCREMENT 
I NOI,I"I.ex,'SY R~AL W(LL NOi,I,,' ~NO ITI ASSOCIAlEO IHlGE WELL 
2SVST£MI,I,aX,'WITM A OIStHARCt 0' l,f7.2,' CH/O'I 
C'" COMPUTATION Of DAAWDOHN uS INC tHAO£ WELL fH[OAY 
t APPLI!D TO HYDROC£OLOGtC BOUNDAPIEa 
c 
, 
• 
'I 
R!ADI~,/)NCASES,JVNIT,ITABLE 
DO 100 ICASE_I,NCAS!S 
•• trlITIALU! 
IINPoO 
Plo22,n. 
n"l. IIUIIToo 
IIU-I 
UbI. 
IOELY.1 
IIII1T oO 
HPARl"a 
NaiNOoO 
TlHEII)oO. 
II,Ho'·1 
DO 1 UPol,J6 
YlI$P)·O, 
DO r ,L-I,r 
DO , IPARUl,l 
KPARAllpARA,lL)oO 
DO r UHTo',l 
UNTlIlIIT 011.).0 
DO e n-I,n 
YOP (Is) oO! 
PO , t.\,lO 
l(ll-' 
e .. INPUT 
e • HUDING 
RElDI~,'0"IYITL!I[I,I.I,201 
.C • CONTROL CARD 
READIS.501INBNDS.NPNy"NH[LL.,~~AOB,CQNv,INDlv,IPLOT 
C'" RElD HELL FUNCTIDN TAeLES ,AOM THE STORED riLES IF NEEDED 
Ifl~PROB.lE •• ' CO TO '1 
READIIO,/)IHIJI.Jol,IOI.INII"lol,ll, 
REAOIII,/ICCTll,KI,I·I,N(K»).K-',II) 
RElD(12,/)«Y(I,K).lol,"!K),~·I,IOI 
RfAO(IJ,/IICIHII,J,K),I.I.H(K)I,J.I,NIKI),Kal,.) 
REAOI14,/)(lwf(I,~I,I·1,N(K)I,K.IO,111 
\.J1 
\.J1 
~I IfIN8N~'.91"IGO TO 100 
IfC~PNTS.CT.l~)CO TO 100 
tr(NWELLS,LT.IS)GO TO 105 
100 N(Rn_1 
. GO TO QoO 
105 IrltONV.LT,O,OOOOOOI)CONV.O,OI 
t * 80UND~RY OAlA 
I~(~8~DS,EQ,O)GOTO I) 
DO 10 te,!,NftNDS 
AEADIS.50Z)tH(18),t(IB),8TVP!IIel 
IrlJUNlf,EO,l1 C(\8)aC(IB,*J,281 
00 1\ Nhl,_ 
NAH"Uol 
,'IIH(18),[0.(NAH'90,IIGOTO 14 
II CONTINUE 
lA'THIIeloPI/I~O. 
GO TO 12 
14 flaO, 
II OH(IO'-TANC") 
10 CONT HlUE 
e 0 pOtNT or INT!~EST COOROINATES 
11 DO I! tp-"HPNTS 
REAOC5,5~2)XPIIPI,VP(IPI 
IFIJUHIT .£g." KI'(lPl.MP(lP)'l'.!81 
IrIJuNIT,EO,11 VP(IP)"Vp(IPIO).281 
n COtlTlNUE 
• REAL WELL DATA 
DO 20 Iw.I,N~ELLI 
READ(5,500IX"(IW).YWIIWI,WTYPE(IW),QCONIT(IW),RA~IIIWI,OAHA(IN) 
• AoUI,ER CHARACTERISTICS AND CHANQIHQ 0' UNITS 
If(JUN,'.EO.11 aCONsTtlwl"OCONS'ltNI OO.18l45 
I'IJUNIT.EO,II MWIIKIOMM(IM)".281 
tr(JUNIT.EO,11 YNIIWI_YMC HI*l.2el 
IfIJUNII.EQ.I' RA011Iwl'R10IllwI O).2ftl 
20 cO,!TI"U~ 
1,IKPROD.LT.Gl RElDIS,50')PERH.THCK.C,T.HO 
If(~PROB.[Q.QIR[lD(5.5~qlTXX.TVY.TXy,CST 
1'(KPROa,Eo.5 ,OR,KPR08,EO."R[API,,5~0IPER".THCKICSl 
It(KPROB.EQ,f,OR.KPROO.lQ.8,OR,KPftOB.[Q.IOI READIS,SbllpEAH,lHCK,C 
UltfolOAR."OAft 
1'(KPROO.EQ,9IREAO(5,S62)PER",THCK,csr.HBAA,POAR.SBAR 
IfC~PR08,[Q.111 R[AOC5,'6l1PEAH,THCK.C8T,SV,ALfA 
READC5,/)I(CW(IW),WN(IMI),IWol,,,WtLLsl 
tf(JU~IT,EO.11 CONV-CONvol.281 
IF (Jutll 1 ,to,I) 1I0=uo'l,2fl1 
If (JII~" ,tQ,ll THeKaTlfeK,3.2el 
t'fJUNIT,EQ,I) "~AA.HeAR.).2el 
IfIJUNIT,£Q,11 TXX'TxX'Z.26 
,.tJIINIT.EO,I) TYY'TYV'2.2e 
1'(JUNIT,fO,11 lXY.lXY'2,28 
1'(JUNIT.fQ,I) PEHHoPERH.O,695 
I'(JUNIT,£O,II PDARoPBAR'O,"5 
RE AOI5,/IHTI,rTUNT,TI.NLOC,IOELT,rT"V,T!NC 
I'CITUNT.~E,I.O~ .ITMV.EO.OI GO To 2) 
NERRal 
WRIT!(.,50QI HERR 
aD TO too 
2) IfCITHV.N£,OIR[ADI"/II(OVARIIW,ITYI,lwa"NW!LL81.lfY.',ITMV+II 
If(lT"V,[Q,OI 00 TO 22 ' 
IFIJUNIT,N[,I,AND.ITHV.N!.O) GO TO 22 
DO 21 KJ.IIN~£L~$ 
DO 21 KIOI,ITMV+I 
21 QVAR(KJ,KI)wOVAR(KJ,KII'O,18)Q' 
22 1,(NLOS,eT,l)NLOOa) 
1'(ITUHT,EQ.ll TloTI/I __ o, 
TlhTl 
l'IIOELT.tQ,O)ID[~T·1 
flZoTl 
11("TI,Or.I,AND,IT"V,[O,OI Tl!.'.(IO •• N~OCI 
l'IIT~V,[Q.O,AND.HPN'S,OT,I,AND.NTI.tQ.11 GO '0 IS 
l.tITHV,[Q,O,AND,HPNtS,£O,I.IND,NTr,OT,11 GD TO 15 
IfCITHV.EO,O,AHD.NPNTS.£o.I,AHO,Nfl,fQ,11 GO TO 25 
IfIITH"OT,O.ANO,NPNTS.EQ,I,ANO,Nll,GT,11 GO TO 15 
NERRol 
OOTO 400 
t •• ANAlySIS 0' eOUHDARy Q!OH!TRy AND CHECK fOR COHpLIANtf wiTH 
C 'ERRIS ~IHlrATioN5 
e 0 S[PARATt NO BOUNDARy eA8~ 
2' IF(NQNDS,lO.OIOOTO t! 
e • 'INGL! iOUNo~R1 C1Sf 
1'(N9NDS,N£.1)00 TO 2. 
N8IIIC.1 
KaINO.I. 
GO TO q5 
C * riND PARALLEL PAIRS 0' BOUNDARI[S 
26 DO)O 18Iol,(N8HD5-11 
no )0 1020(18Itll NBNDa 
IfITHClell.N!,TH,lez,)Qo TO JO 
H!' A R A. NPA R A tI 
KPARAINPARA,II"IB\ 
KPARA(NPAR.,21oI8l 
GO TOIQS,ZI,)ol,(NSNOI-I) )0 CON!lNUf 
IrlNPARA,EQ,21QOTO ~3 
00 Tol).,ll.1,),(N8NDs~11 
C 0 O~E PARALlE~ pAIR AND SINGLE BOUNDARy CAS[ 
21 NUNO-' 
00 29 U".,) 
Irllb,Eo,KPARA(I.lllOOTO 29 
1"18.EQ.KPARA(I,ZIIGOTO 29 
KSING.IB 
GOIO H 
29 CONTltWE 
C • 2 NON~PARALL£L BOUI/OARUS • I INT[R8fCTtON 
II NINTol 
KI~T(loIl'l 
In 
0\ 
KIN!(1.210Z 
Co TO 40 
C .] NON-PARALLEL BOUNDARIES - ] INTtRS£CTIONS 
33 I/INT-l 
KINHI,Uo, 
KINTIl,lI-1 
KINtnll)-' 
KINHZ.ZI-) 
~INT[l")'i! 
KtuT(l.i!).3 
GO TO qo 
C 'CHtCK SINGLE BOUNDARy PlRPENDICUL_R TO PARALLf.L PAIR 
14 THDIF'IFIXITHIKPARA(I,I»)-TH(KIINOII 
IfIA!lCIHOlfl.EQ.90)nOTO 45 
NERIUO 
GO TO 400 
C • Q SOONDARIES HuST 6E Z PARALLEL PAIRS )' NEIIII.S 
. CO TO 400 
C 'CHECK INTERSeCTION ANGLE I COHPLV WITH rEIIRIS LIMITAIIONS 
40 00.2 lINTel.NINT 
Nllal 
IF(eTVPE(KINT(IINT,II),EO,BTYP£(KINIIIINt.l)))NU_i! 
IHDlf.ABS(IHCKIHIIIINT,III-THCKINTCIINT,Z)11 
IfCIHOIF,GI,90.ITHDIF'180,-THOI' 
THOeNNoQO./THOt' 
rTHO'lfhC IHO) 
AtTHD.FLOA1CITHDI 
IfCCIHO.1IIHO),LT,O,OOOOOI)~0 10 q2 
NE~R-6 
GO 10 .00 
42 CONTINUE 
CO TO 45 
C • CIIEcx 2 PAIRS Or I'AAALLfL I..INU PUPEIIOICULAR 
4J THOlf'IFIXITH(~PARA(,,'))·THIKPAIIA(2.1)1) 
JfCAB"THDIF),ED.90IGOTO q5 
N£IIR07 
flO 10 400 
C •• GEN[RAIIO~ OF J"An[ WELLS 
4' DO 8! IW',.IIWrLL3 
C • ~Elt.. LOSSES IN CONSTANT pUHPING CASE 
If(IIHy.EQ.O) IttIINI.t~IIW).(QCONST(IWlo'wN(I.)) 
C ... COtlPUTlTlON OF DRAWOOWN III CAU 0, VlAIll!lE OISttlARCE 
00 " ITV.',ITHV'I IF(ITHV.[&.O) GO TO 47 
DO h 111-101' 
DO U Illlid' 
YIII(I".I")-O, 
YPI (I".IR)-O. 
Y~z(III"R)'O. 
YP20H,III,.O. 
q6 YTOtlIIH,IR)oO, 
41 nopo, 
SPTOI-O, 
lYvdTV-l 
C • WELL LOSSEI IN yARIA81..t PUHPI~O CA8E 
t 
50 
t 
55 
U 
5' 
&0 
C 
., 
c 
10 
13 
75 
76 
79 
IF(ITHV,NE.O) S['I~IITy).C"(IW1.CQVAR(IW,ITV)00WNIIM)1 
IFII1H',NE,O)QOI'IIT'ol),OVARCIW,ITV)-QVARCIW,ITV-I) 
TI"tCIT,)oTIH£CITY.I)+TINC 
00 99 111~I,ITV.t 
IrCITHV.NE,O)TI.TINC.llrV-1111 
IFIITIIV,NE.O)DCONITIIW)'OOlrCIIJI 
Tl2aTl 
JJol 
JJIDo 
JJhO 
IlIIIQS-' 
XtlJJ)-XWItlO 
YIIJJ)oyH(l1I1 
TYPIIJJ)oWTYPfIIW) 
• INT[R!tCTIONS 8t,wrEN , 80UNDARt!S 
tfCNINT,EQ,OIGO TO 55 
00 '0 ItNT"I,NINt 
CALI.. INTERSCIINI) 
CONtiNUE 
• PARALI..£L PAIRS 0' BOUNDARllD 
1'lNPARA,EG,OIGO '0 '5 
00 60 JPARA"I,NPARA 
tfCIPARA,£O.I)OO TO 59 
DO 51 JOJJI,JJ2 
CALL PARA~LllrARA,JI 
CALI.. PARALLllpAAA,I) 
CONTINU[ 
• SINGl~ eOUNOARV 
1'(NSINO,fg.OIOO 10 15 
IFCJJI,tQ.O)OO TO 73 
00 70 J.JJI,JJi! 
CALL R£fl£CCOHIKSrNQ).TII(~'INQI.CIKSiNG),8Tv'E(KIINO).JI 
CALL REFL(CCOHCKI1NO).TH(K8INO),C(KSI~QI,aTYPl(kSING),,) 
•• COHPUTf ORAWOOWN VOR NPHlS POINT 1 0' INlfRflT 
00 91 IP*I.NPHte 
I'CITHY,NE,O) GO TO 79 
DO ,. Itl-'.I' 
00 ,. 1A"IIiS 
VWI (III, IR)oO, 
YPIClHrlRI*O, 
YW2(JIl,IRI-O, 
YP211 11 ,IR,.0, 
HOTHIH,IR)-O, 
If(IIHV,(Q.OI llOroO. 
1,ltTtlV,ED.OI SPTOroO, 
I'(INOIV,~E.I)COTO 18 
IFltTv,Nr,I.ANO.ttl,H!,I, GO TO 78 
Vl 
......, 
Ir[JUHIT.[Q.I.1ND.ITHV.NE.OI QVAR(IW,11VI.OVAR!IW,IT VI/0.lftlQS 
t'IJUHII.EQ.I.l~O.IT"V.!O.Ol QCONST!lwl·QCONST[IW)/O.I$}qS 
IF!ITHV.EQ.O.&NO.JUNIT.NE.II WRIT[(b,S$O) ,p.t~,QCoHOT(IWI 
"!ITHV.EQ.O.AND.JUNtT.IQ.11 WAIIEt&,'b'I Ip,t~,QCOHSIIIN) 
1'(ITHV.NE,O.AND.JU~IT.N[.l) HRITf(&.S.41 IVV,IM,QVlRIIH,IIVl 
1'(IIHV.NE.O.AHD.JU~IT.[a.t) WRITI(6,5&8) IVVtIH,OVlR[IW,ITV) 
IftJUNIT.EQ.I.ANO.ITHY.EO.O) OCOHST(IHl';CONS1(IWj'O.181QS 
If[JUNIT.EQ.I.ANO,IIHV.NE.C) a,AR(IW,llyj ooyAR[IN,ITy,oO.181Q5 
WRITElb,5511 
1.(IIUNI.NE.I.AHD.JUNIT.Nf.l) WRITE[6,S5Z) 
Ir[ITUNT.EQ.I.AND,JlINIT,NE.!) H~IIE(6.S;11 
IF(IIUNT,NI.I.&ND.JUNIT,£Q.I) ~RITE[b,Sbb) 
IflllUNT.EQ,I.ANO,JUNIT,EQ.I) NRITE(6,5b1) 
C • COHPUIE DPAWDOW~ CONTRIBUTION 9' wEll JJ 
18 00 ao JJ.I.NIMGS 
XX'A8S(XP(IPI-xIIJJI) 
Y,oA6S(,PIIP)-YI(JJII . 
RuSQRTIIXpIIP)-~I(JJ))··'·I'P(IP).YIIJJ))··l) 
Ifl~.G'.O.OOOOOI}GOTO 11 
NERR>S 
GOTO 400 
C .-. COMpUIAIION OF nRAwoowN A8 TIII£ VARIES 
11 
14 
DO 90 IND<I,(N~OG'll ' 
00 90 ITT~I,9,10ELT 
IfINll,[Q,I,OR.rl"V,NE.OI 00 TO 101 
TIOIII-(IO-'IIIIO-II) 
TlhTl 
91 01'0, 
51'10100. 
00 ,. 11"loIS 
00 1~ IR".,4S 
Y~I IIH,I").O. 
'PI (III, IR).O. 
YW2(1H,lll'·c. 
,PZ(JI1.IR)=O, 
'lOUt IH, I,RI'O. 
101 If(TI,HE,O.) GO 10 Sq 
NERR" 
GOIO 400 
8q CALL DRAWnOI!!,II,S) 
IfIKPR08,NE.5) GO TO 87 
KPRoeob 
tALL DRAWDO(!!,II.Sp) 
KPROBoS 
81 IfIIlTI.GT.I.ANO.ITHY,[o.ol IS.ITT+IINO-Ilo, 
IfINTI.GT.I.ANO.IT"'.Eij,O) xllSloll1 
If(NTI.EG.I,ANO.IIHY.EQ,O) ISolP 
IfINTI.EQ.I,AND.ITHV,EO.O) xIIS)"" 
If(NTt.GI.I.AIIO.IIH'.IIE.O) lSolV' 
"IHII.GT.I.AND.ITI1V,IIE.OI xI181~TIHEIITV) 
If(NII,EQ.I,AND,NPNTS.EO.I.ANO,ITHV.ED,Oj IS.\ 
STOHS lOhS 
c .~. 
88 
81 
&6 
'0 
8cJ 
U 
'19 
85 
Y( l8I o Y (I S H8 
ISHAhlS 
YSPIIS)·YSPIIS).SP 
SPIOT'SPTOI+SP 
ORAwOOWN COllpON~NT8 
IfIJJ,[Q.I) YHIIIW,IS)oSTOT-SPIOI 
IfIJJ,EQ.11 ,PIIIW,IS)oSPIOT 
IfIJJ,[Q,HIHG'1 VWl(I~,IS).'TOT.YWIIIU,18).SpTOT 
IfIJJ,EO,UIHOS) Y'lIJH,ISI.SPTOT-YPIIIW,I') 
IfIJJ.Ea,NIHOS) YIOI3(IU,IS)oywIIIW,ISI.,PIIIW,IS)+YW2(IH.ISI.YP21 
IIH,!S) 
IrIJJ.NE,NIHQS) 00 TO 8S 
YHOllw. "I.YHI qw, HI 
YPH(IW,IS)"PIIIW,I$) 
'HBIIW,tSI"YWZllw,ISI 
YP81IW,IS)·YPZ(IW,IS) 
YIOI(IW,18).YIOI1IIW,IS) 
IFIIIH',IIE.OIIII-TI"£(IIY) 
.f(JUHIT,EQ.11 XH(JJlaXIIJJ)/1.281 
If(JUNIT.EO,11 YHIJJI"IIJJ)/I,l81 
l,tJUNIT,EQ.11 RMoR/3.281 
JFIJUHI,.EQ.11 sH.S/l,lSI 
IYIJUHIT,£Q.11 8HTOI.'TOT/1.281 
IYIIIUUl,EQ,l1 Tll o llol440, 
IfIINOIV.N~.IIQOTa Ob 
IfIKPROB,fQ,3,OR,KPROB,fQ,G,OR.MPROS,£G",OR,KPROB.EQ •• ,OR,KPPOR.E 
la,1,oR.KPROO,EQ,9.0R,KPRon.EQ,111 GO 10 &1 
IrlJJ .to.I,Aull.JUlln .Nt ,I) HIUT! U, "llJJ, XIIJJI, yt CJJI, R.II, nOT 
IFCJJ,HE,I,ANO.JUHll,HE.I) WRJT£(b,556)JJ,XI(JJI"ltJJI,R,S,SIOT 
1'(JJ,EQ.I,ANO,JUHII.[a,l) WRIT!16.557)JJ,XH(JJI,VH(JJ),RH,SH,8HTO 
'If,JJ,NE".AHo.JUHI,.!o.,) WRII!lb,558IJJ,XH(JJ),'HIJJI,RM,811,SHTO 
IT 
1i0Til e6 
IfIJJ,£g,I.ANO,JUNIT.NE,11 MRII!16,554IJJ,XIIJJI,yl(JJ),R,TII,S,8T 
101 ' 
IfIJJ,NE,I,AND,JUNiT.Nl.l) WRIT(!6,5S5)JJ,XIIJJ),YICJJI,R,TJI,S,SI 
101 
IffJJ,to.I.ANO.JUNIT.lQ,11 WRfTl(6,SSttJJ,KHIJJI"H(JJ),RH,Tlf.SH, 
ISH lOT 
IfIJJ,NE,I.AND,JUNIT.EO,I) WPITl(6,5S5IJJ,KHIJJ),yHIJJ),RH,TII,SH, 
ISHIOT 
If(ITUNT,!Q,IITlfaTI/IQqO. 
IfINTl.EU,I,OR,ITH',NE,,' Go 10 So 
CONTI NUt 
t(lNTtNUE 
If(ITHV.[Q,O.ANO,INOIV.EQ,I.A~O.JUNIT.EQ.I) WRfT(lb,'S6ISIITOT 
IflfTH',EQ,O,AHO,INDIV,EQ,I.AND.JUNII.N!,I) WRJI!16,5S6ISTOT 
l,tITH'.NE,O.ANO,INOIV.[Q.I.ANO.Ily.!u.ITHV.I,AHO.IIJ.!O.ITV-I.AND 
I,JUNIT,Co,l' wRIT[(6,S5bl Snlol 
IFIIIHY,NE,O,ANO.IIIOIV.EQ,I,ANO.IT'.EQ,ITHV'I,AND,llr.!Q.ITY· •• ANO 
I.JU~IT.NE.I) WRIT[(4,S561 STaT 
CONTINUE , 
IfIITHV,fu.O) gO TO 85 
CONItI/UE 
CONTINUE 
'f(ITUNT,fo,11 TlloTI"4ao, 
V1 
00 
c 
c 
.~ OUTpUT 
C~Ll OUTPUT 
• PLOTTED OUTPUT 
IfllPLOT,NE,llOOTO 120 
125 IfllTMV,fQ,OI XHIN'~LOGIO(X(II) 
IflrTNV,EO,O) XMAX-ALOGIOIXIIII 
IfIITH',NE.oI ~HIH.xlll 
IrCIT~"Nf,OI XNAX'XII) 
00 iSS IS-I,ISHAX rrC1T"V,f~,OI XCISI.ALOGIOIXIISII 
Iflxl!SI,lT,XHIN)XHIN'XCISI 
IfIXIISI,GT,WHAXIXHA •• XIISI 
1]5 CONTINUE 
no 
IU 
us 
YIIIHO' I II 
YflU-YI II 
00 140 15.Z,IS"'. 
If(YI!SI,LT,YHINIYHIN'YIISI 
IfIYIISI,GT,YHAX)YHAX.VIIS) 
COHTlNUE 
00 ,as IS-,,18HAX 
l(lU oV!1l ll-S. 
tALL ORA'"ITITL!,X,Y,lSHAX,Z,XHtN,XHAX,VHIN,VHAX,II 
UO CONTTNU£ 
O{lTO IOO 
C •• ERROR NESSAG£S 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE !NTERSltiNTI 
COHHOH/80S/0HI,I,CI41,BTYPEI",.TH(41,N8~OS 
I/PTS/XPI45I,YP!451 . 
2/"£~L/XW(151'V"(I",WTY~!(ISI,OCDNSTI151,RAOI(151,NWEllS,WW 
)/G!O"/K1WTI"21,~PARAII,ll,KS'NC,NSIHG,NINT'HPARA 
q/HYOR/P£RH,THC~,C$T,HO,SV,H8AR,S8AA'P8AR'_"A,ALfTWT.TIHT 
5/I HHL/XIIIOO OI,YIIIOOOI,tVPIII&OOI,OOI'1151 
6/INDX/O,IP,IH,JJ,JJI,JJ2,NlnGS,NlAR,Tll.TII,NTI,IIHAX,ITUNT 
7/CONT/Kp~oe'PI,SCONVI21,L(lOI,CONV,JUNIT,JVV,IH,IRK 
e/OUT/TITL!tlOI'~(IOOI,YIIOO),ZIIOOI,QI25,III,GAHAII".'WT 
~/ANI'/XX,Vy,TXV,IXX,TYV,NLOG,ITHV,TINC.II"TIHE(151.Q,ARIIS,151 
I/T A8l/HIll"Hllal,TIJOO,15I,Vlf5,151,W(65,6S,lll,Wf(J00,151 
2/W~OS/CW(I",WH(I",S[!{151.1£11,,151,YTOT(15'_51,ITA8L! 
J/WT8L/YWO(15.451.VPHII"""YN8(1,,451,YP8115,45I,V3P1 45 1,SPIOT 
•• THI! SueROUTINl tONTROLS THE R!rl[CTION PROCESS IN THE CASE OF 
INT£RSECTINO 80UNOART£S 
THOI f .ASS (W(K IH' (lINT .111-TIICK INT (I tHI , Z III 
1,ITHO!r,GT.,o,ITHDlr.leo.-THOlf 
HR"" ,XI ()bO,/TlIOlfl-I,1 
JJJd 
00 10 IR ol,NA 
IrIIR,Nl.IIJJJoJJ 
ILellltC-II •• IRI/2Itl 
CALL RE'LlCCOHIKINTlltNT,ILII,TH{KINT(IINT,llll,C(KINTlltNT,ILII, 
IBTYPlIKINT(IINI,ILI"JJJI 
10 CONTINUE 
qao wRIT[(b.~oaINtRA AETunN 
]00 COHTINUE 
£NO [UO 
V1 
\.0 
SUBROUTINE P~RALLIIPARA,Jl 
CO"HO~/ODS/OKI41,CIQI,8T,PE(~I,'HIII,N8NDS 
I/Pls/XPlqSl,VpIQ', 
2/WELL/XWIISI,yHI15),HTYPEIISI,aCONsrI151,RAOlltSI,NweLLS,WW 
l/GEOM/KIHTI1,ZI,KPARA(2,21,MSING,NSINO,NINT,NPARA 
4/HYDR/PERH,lHCK,CST,HO"',HDAR,ISAR,peAR,ALrA,ALFTNT,TIMT 
5/IHML/XIIIOOO)"IIIOOOI,TVPIIIOOol,OOlrllsl 
~/1~OX/O,IP,IW,JJ,JJI,JJ2,NI~OS,N[RR,Tll,TII,NTI,ISHAX,ITUNT 
J/CONT/KPRoa,PI,SCONVI21,LI10I,eONV,JUNlr,lvv,IH,lRK 
6/0UT/TITL£(20),XIIOOI,'IIOOI,11IOol,Q(ZS,III,GAHaIIS',TWT 
9/ANIS/XX,y"TXV,TXX,TV"NLOQ,ITHY,TINe,ITv,TIM£llsl,QVARlls,ls' 
I/TAeL/~(121,NI12I,TIJOO,ISI,V(1"I",W!bS,65,121,Hf(J00,1 5 1 
2/MLOS/CWI15I,H"IIS),SEE(ISI,SEII',151,YIOTII,,4'),ITAaLE 
J/WTBL/YWOlt5.q51,VPNI15,n51,VK8115,.~I,YP8(ls,q5J,YSP(QS).8PTOT 
C •• THIS SUBROUTIN£ CO~TROLa THE RfrL£CTION PROe!S' IN THt CASE Of 
C PARALL[L SOUNDARIEa 
504 FORHAT(IHI,t~RROR NO',12) 
00 5 IPRol,Z 
JJJaJ 
IF(JJI.[Q,oIJJloJJ+1 
IRoO 
IRolRtl 
IfIIR,N!,IIJJJ'JJ 
IPP.IAtl.IIPR.Il 
ILolll+("II"IPPI/2Itl 
CALL REfL£CIOM(KP~RA(IPARA,ILl),THIKPARAIIPAAA,ILll.CIKPARA(IPaRA. 
IILI).8TYPEIKPARAIIPARA,ILI),JJJl 
C • CALcULATION Of RNIN 
00 Z~ Ip ol.NPNT3 
15 
20 
5 
•• ojB9(XPIIPl'XIIJJll 
YYoA9SIVP(IP)-YIIJJll 
RaSQRT(xl(JJI-.P(IP))·.2,+('JIJJl"pIIP'I··~,) 
IflR,GT,O,OOOOOllGOTO 15 
NERR.8 . 
WRI,flb,504INERR 
8TOP 
If(IP,EQ,IIRMIN.R 
IfIR.~T.RMINIRHIN'R 
CONtINUE 
CA~L ORAwOOIRHIN,TI2.81 
IfIA8Slsl.LT,CONVlGo TO 5 
CO TO I 
CONTINUE 
If(JJ2.EO,OIJJ2=JJ 
RETURN 
'fND 
SUBROUTINE REfLECIOHN,TTH,CC,88"PE,Jl 
COHHON/QDS/DMIGI,CCI,,8TYPlIQI,THCO).NSNOS 
I/PTS/XP(QSI.,pIQ" 
c/WELL/XK(151.Y~1151,KTYPE(15I,gCONSTI15I,RADJI15I,NKELLS,wW 
J/G[OH/KINTIJ,Z),MPARA(l,ZI,KS!NG,NSING,NINT,NPaRA 
-/H'DP/PERH,THCK,t8T,HO,S',W8AR,SBAR,poAR,ALFA.ALfTMT,TIMT 
5/IHHt/XlfIOOO),YltIOOOl,T'PIIIOOOl,QDIFI151 
6IJND~/O,IP,IW,JJ,JJI,JJz,NlnQS,NERR,'ll,TII,NTI,ISHAX,ITUNT 
J/tONT/~pROe'PI,8tONV(2),L(10I,CONV,JUNIT,IVV,]H,IR~ 
8/0UT/TITLE(ZOI,XIIOOI'Y(IOO),ZIIOO),Q(2~'II).GAHl(iSl,TMT 
~/ANI8/~~,yy,T.'.Txx,TVV.N~OQ,ITHy,TINC,ITV,TIME(151,gVARI15,15) 
I/IAaL/MIIZI,N(lil,T(JOO,151,V(J5,151,MI65,65,121,Wfl)00,15) 
2/WLOSICHIIS),WNfISI,8!fIISI,8E(t"ISl,VTOTII"Q5J.ITA8Ll 
l/WT9L/YWOI15,Q5I,'PNI15,15I,VW81I,,45),YP81IS.051,YSP1 45 1,SPTOT 
t ••• THIS IUBROUTINt R[rLECll A ~[LL ASOUT A BOuNDIRy 
50_ rORHATIIHI,I!RRO~ NO',12) 
JJ'JJ*I 
IrIJJ,L£.IOOOI;OTO 5 
NERR-IO 
WRIT£lb,5041N£RR 
STOP 
e •• eEP'R~T[ C18[ ~HEN GOUNOARIEa ARt PARlLLtL TO COOROINAT! A~[a 
5 DO I NI.I/o 
NAHaNA-1 
IflrTH.£Q.INAH.'OllOO TO 10 
CONTINUE 
C •• [VALUATION or tOORDINlT£8 Of IHAGE WELL 
DK*yIIJ)txlIJI/DHH 
GRAor.OHH··2~tl.. . . 
XI(JJ)*(l,·IIDHH •• i.l.OKtCCI/GRAO'I-XIIJ) 
,IIJJ)"1-2.'OHH·ICC-DKl/GRlorl·,IIJ) 
00 ,0 lS 
10 GO TO 115,20,15,iOI,NA 
e • 0 AND 180 DrG, CASE 
I' XIIJJI.~IIJI 
VIIJJI·z·eC-YIIJ' 
Go TO 25 
t • 90 ANO 270 D!Q, (Aat 
ZO XIIJJ)"l'CC-.IIJI 
VIIJJ'-YIIJI 
C •• EvALUATIO~ or tyPE or IMACE ~ELL 
25 'VPIIJJl.saT,p[,'YPIIJ) 
NIHGS.JJ 
A[TURH 
[00 
0\ 
o 
c··· e 
c 
C 
504 
SUBROUTINE DRAMIO(R.TI,S) 
COHHON/QOS/OH(q),C(Q),8TyPE(4"T"CO),N6NO$ 
l/ptS/XP(Q~).yp(qS' c/WELL/~WCI5),yW(IS),WTYP[(151,OCON'T(IS"RADI(IS).NWElLS,wW 
I/GEOH'KINT(J'21,KPARA(c,21,KSINQ,~SING,NINT,NPARA 
4/HYOR/PERH,THtK,tS!'HO,8Y'HeAR"OlR,peAR,~LfA,llFTWT,TIHT 
5/IH~l/~ICIOOO),YI(IOOO"TYPI(\OOOl,QOlf(15) 
6/\NOX/O,IP,lw,JJ,lJ\,JJ2,NJ"IS,NERR,TI2,TII,NTI,19HAX,ITUN, 
t/CONT/KPROO'PI,SCONV(2),L(10),CONV,JU"IT,JV"I~,IRK 
8/0UT/TITLE(20),XIIOOI,YIIOOI,Z(IOO),Q(lS,II),GAHA(jsl,THT 
~/ANIS/XX,YV,TXY,IX.,TVy,NLOG,ITHV,TINC,ITV,TIME(15),Q,AR(IS,15) 
!/TAeL/H(IZI,NCll),T(JOO,15)iV(7!,I'),WI65,6S,ll),WF(300,15) 
2/W~OS/CW(ISI,WN(IS,,8E!II!I,SE(15,ISI,YTOT(ls,qSI,ITAalE 
l/WTBL/YHO(IS,4S),YPNIIS,451,YH8115,Q,),YP8(15,4S),ySP(45).SPTOT 
THIS SUQROUTIN£ fYALUAT[S DRAWOOW~ AT POINT Of INTEREST 
ASSUHING CONSTINT OISCHARGE AND FULLy PENETRATING WELLS 
EXCEPT IN CASE NUHBER 5 OR NVHBER • 
THE CONSTlNT 40,781 IN THE rIR!T TWO CASES IS TO CHANCE 
fORHAT(I~I,I[RROR NO ',121 
THE UNI ra 
10 TO II,Z,J,1,6,6,T,S,9,S,II),MPR08 
C •• STEADY STATE , CONflNEO AQUifER 
DO'QO,76J.QCONSI(IW)/(2 •• P!.PtRH·THCKI 
RRoRA!)1 (IWI/R 
S.DD'ALOG(RR)'TyPI(JJ) 
GO TO 4 
C I. STEADY STATE. WATER TABLE AQUifER 
2 RRoRAD!IIH)/R 
XX'40,l&3IQCON!T(IW)/IPI'PERHI'ALOGI~R) 
If(IHO"2.~X),GT,O,)GOTO 5 
NERRol1 
WRITEI6,50G)NERR 
STOP 
5 H.SQRT(HO"2.-~X) 
S'IKO-H)'TYPI(JJ) 
GO TO 4 
,. UNSTEADy STATE , CONfiNED AQUlf£R 
If(KPRoe.EQ,G) GO TO IZ 
oO*QCO~STIIW'"\IO.b/('ERH'!HCK) 
u-I. 8t 'IRuZ.) ICST /IPERH' "'CK'T I' 
GO TO IJ 
12 DD'QCONSTIIW)'II~.6/SDRTITXX'TYY-!XV"2.1 
U·I.Bl·CSTIITxx'YY,·l,+TYY·XX"2,-2.'T1Y'XX'yvI/ITI·ITX"TYV-TXY" 
12)) • 
11 SlRI~IODD'I-O.571Z_AlOGIUI1 
• DO rOR fxP~NS!ON or EXPONUlTlAl INTEGRAL 
00 10 MoI,lno 
fACTO., 
DO 14 1-,,1< 
U fACTorACy,1 
TERHo«-I.I"(K+tll·(U"I(I/(K'FACT) 
8ER,EZ"SERIEI+OO'TERH 
IF(A9S(SERIE2-SERlfl).lT,CONY)COTO 20 
9EIIIEloURlEl 
10 COIITlI/UE 
IlERR.12 
WRITE (6, ~Oq)N(RR 
'TOP 
~o '.8~RlfZ'TYPI(JJ) 
Go TO 4 
C •• UNSTEADy STATE, CO"fINED AQVI,£R ,PARTIALLy PENETRATING wELLS 
C • TOTAL EfFECT AND EfrECT OF PEN[TRATION ALONE 
6 UTII.81A(R •• 2.).CST/(P!RH'THCM.TII 
Ru-n/THCK 
IrIKPROB.fQ.',ANO,OAHA!IWI.(Q.O.751 tALL IHTMPI(uT.RB,I.J.11 
IfIKPROB.£Q.5.ANO.GAHA(lwl.CQ.O.50) CALL INTR'lCUT,R9,I,J,21 
If(KPROe.Eg.$,ANO.GAHA!IHI.EQ.n,~5' CALL INTRPl(UI,R8.J,J.l) 
If(KPRD8,EQ •• ,ANO,OAHACIW).£Q,O,Z51 CALL rNTRPZ(UT,RB,I,J •• ) 
IfIKPROB.EQ,6.AND.OAHA(IW),(Q,O.50) CALL INTRP!(UT,RB,I.J.5) 
IfIKPROB.EQ.6,ANO,GAHA(lw).EQ,O,751 CALL INIRP2(UT,R8,I,J.6) 
S·114.6.gCo~STIIW).WW'TYPI(JJ)/(PERH·T"CKI 
GO TO Q t.. UN$TEADy STATE , LEAKY CONrlNEO AQUI'ER wiTHOUT WATER RELEASED 
C * fROH STORAGE IN AQulTARD 
UT o l.e7.IA'.'.I.CST/IP[AH.THCK.T') 
RS"R/SgRTIPERH'THCK'HDAR/P8AP) 
CA~~ INTRPlIUr,RB,I,J,7) 
S.IIQ.6 oQCONST(IW).WW.TYPIIJJ)/IPEAH'THCK) 
GO TO q 
C.. STEADY STATE, L[AKY COH,INED ADUlfER 
C • WITH AND wITI10UT WATER RElUSED fROM !fDIUe[ IN Ag,UlTARO 
8 ROoR/BQRTIPtRH.THCK.HDAR/P9AR) 
CA~L INTAPI(RQ,I.lol 
$.Z29.·QtONSTIIUI'WW·TYPI(JJ)/IP£RH' THCK l 
Go TO q 
C.. UNST!ADY STATE, LEAKY CO",INED AnUIrER wiTH wATER RELEASED fRO" 
C STORAGE IN AQU!TARo 
9 Uhl, 87> (R .. Z.) 'CST IIPER'" TIIC~' r I) 
SI·O.25'A'SQRT(S8AR,paAn/lptRH.THC~'tST'H6ARJ) 
UDBAR·I.81'IR"Z,I,CST·II+snARJ/IP£RH.r HCK·TI,1.*CSTI 
RS<R/SURTtPERH'THCK.HnlR/eAR) 
TIHTI·O.21'"~.R.snAR/PHAP 
TIHT2·MnAA'SOAP/ITft.e,p~AR) 
IFITI.GE.TI"T!) CALL IN1RPZ(U08AR,R~.I,J,1) 
If(TI,LE,TIMT2) CALL INTRP2(UT.SI,I.J,81 
I'(TI.GE.TI"T',OR,TI.LE,TIHTZ) Co TO 15 
CALL INTRP2(UDBlR,RA,I.J,7) 
0'\ 
I-' 
I' 
I 
~1I1.~11 
CALL I~TftPl(UT,SI,I,J,el 
111I2.WW 
NW~~NI+(WW2.HIII)·ITI-TIHTI'/(TIMT2-TIHTII 
15 $.IIQ"*OCO~'T(IW"W"oT'PIIJJlfIPERH.lHCKI 
Gil TO Q 
C ,0 UNSTEADy STATE , WATER TABLE AQUifER 
II e.SQRTlPERHo,IlCK/(lLfAoSV', •• ell 
R8aR/O 
CALL [NTRP1(RD,I,lll 
THTdL'TIITIlLfA UAIO.2S.(R •• 2.,.CST.1.Q8/IPERMoT HCK.Tll 
UY I O.ZS.IR •• c.l*sy.l,QefI P[RH*THCK'Tll 
IfITI.LE.TWTI 00 TO 30 
00 QO J.t,2l QO VIJ,K)·VIJ,Kl/IOOOo. 
30 IfITl,Lf.TWT1CAlL IHTRP!(UA,RB,[,J,') 
IF IU.GT, TWT) CALL tlITRP2(UY, RS 01, J," 
'"114'.'QCONSTI!W)'WH.fYPIIJJ)fIPERH.THCKl 
RATlO·9ITtlCK 
IrIRAT!O,LE.O.I,OR .ITHV,[Q.Ol 00 TO Q 
NERRIIl 
IIRITE(6,SOQI NERR 
'lOP 
q RETUlul 
END 
SU8ROUTI~E INfRPIIUT,I,k) 
COHHON/BDS/DHI",CIQI,BTy,[(q,.'HI~I,N8NDS 
I/PTS/XPIQS),VPI45) 
ZIW[Ll/~WI151,VWIIS)fHTY'tI15),QCON5TI15),RA0111",NWfllS,WW 
l/GEOH/KIN'13,21,KP1RAI2,l),~51NG,NSING,NINT,NPARA 
q/HVOR/P£R".THCK,CST,HO,SV,HD1R,aBAR,PBAA,ALfA,lLftNT,TIHT 
5/IMWL/XIII0001,VIIIOOO),TVPII'OOOI,QOIFI15) 
6/I NDx/O,lr,IW,JJ,JJI,JJ2,NIMGS,N£RR,Tll,TII,NTI,ISHAX,ITUNT 
1ICONT/KPR06,PI,SCONVI2I'LIJ01,CONV,JU~IT,IVV,IM,IAK 
8/0UT/TIT~£(20).XIIOOI,VIIOO),ZIIOO),Qlc5.11).G.HAliS).TNT 
9/ANIS/XX,VV,TXV,TXX,TYY,NLOG,lT MV,TINC,ITV,TIHE(15),OVARIIS,ISl 
I/TADlfH(12),Nllil,TI]OO,15).VI1~,151.~C65,b5,121,~rI100,15) 
2/HL08fCW(15),WNIIS).S~fll,),8tllg,151,VTOT(15,q51,ITAALE 
]/NT8L/YWO(19,Q~).'PNI15,qS),YN8115'.~I,YPB(15 •• 51'VSP[QS).5PTOT 
C ••• THIS SUBROUTINE INT[RPOLAT!S THE VALUE 0' NELL FUNCTION 
C • IN ONE DIH[NSIONAl ARRAY liSLES 
'504 
5 
10 
1'1 
20 
2'1 
10RHATIIHI,I£RROR NO '.121 
IrluT,LT.t!I.~) ,OR. UT,GT.TINIK1,K)) gO TO 25 
IFIUT,EO.TII,KII 00 TO 10 
00 S I"Z,NIM) 
If IUT.EO.T(I,Kll 00 10 IS 
IF(UT,~T.TII,~) 00 10 20 
COIITlIIUE 
WHoWF 1\ ,K) 
co TO 30 
ww·~YlI,K) 
00 TO 10 
HW·"~II·I.KltIW~II,K).Hfll-I,K"oIUT.TII.I,KllfIT(I.KI-TII-I,K}1 
GO TO ]0 
N[RRIIII 
WRITI(.,·/ITI\,K!.UT,TIHIK),KI 
HRIT[(~,50.) HERR 
'TOP 
30 RETURN [NO 
Q'\ 
N 
I 
SUBROUTINE INIRrZ(UI,R8,I,J,KI 
CQ~NQ~/BOS/DM(.I,C(41,bl'P(q),TN(.),NBNDS 
I/PTSIXP(4SI,'P(4S) 
~/WELL/XWI151"WCI5),WT'P[(IS),OCDN8T(151,RADI(IS),NWELLS,wW 
)/'EOH/KIHr(),Z),KPARA(2~ll'K$INa.NSING,NIHI,NPAR' 
./HYDR/PERH,IHtK,tSI,HO.SV,HBAR,,8AR,PBAR,ALFA,lLFIWT.TINT 
StI MWL/XI(IOGO).'I(I090),T'PII1000),QDI'(IS) 
.IINDX/O, I r, IW. JJ "IJI, JJ2 ,NIIlGS, NERR , Tn, 01, N T I, I SHU, IIUIlT 
lICONT/WPROQ,PI.StONV(2),L(10I,~ONV,JUNII,IVV,IN,tR~ 
8/0UI/IITl(zJ),XIIOO),Y(IOO),lIIOo),QcaS,II),GAHl(IS),TWI 
9/1NIS/XX""lx"Ixx,IVY,NlOC,ITNV,TINC,lTV,TIR((IS),aVARCI',ISI 
1/1~OL/N(IZ),N(I?I,T(300,15),V(7S,15),W(.5,65,1~),W'(!00,15) 
VIILOS/Cw( 15),1111 (I S), SEE( IS) ,SE (15,15), nOT (I S, 4~)' I HALE 
3/WTBL/YWO(IS,45),YPflI15,45),YW9(15'_~I,YP8(15,q5)"SP(45).SPIOI 
C ••• THIS 8UOROUTltlE tt1ltRPOUHS IIIE V.Lllt Of WELL FUNCTION 
e IN lNO DlnEN510NAL lRRA' TABLES 
Soq FORNATCIHI,'ER~OR NO ',IiI 
If(UT.LT.V(I,~).OP .Uf.G1,V(~(K),K)IGO To 101 
IF(AB.LI,TII.KI.OR. R8,GT,T(N(KI,Kl)GO TO 101 
IF(UI.EQ, V(I,KI.AUD. RS .[Q, T(I,K)IGO TO 102 
00 1001 J=2,N(KI 
If(na,LT, IIJ,K).AflO. UI .E~. V(I,K)GO 10 103 
Ir(Aa,EQ. TIJ.K).A~O. UI ,[0, VII,KIIGo TO loq 
1001 CONTINUE 
00 IOU I~2.~(K) 
If(UI,LI, V(I,K),AND, RS .EO, 1(I,KIIOO TO 105 
IF(UT.fo. V(I,K).ANO, Rs .£Q. 1(I,KIIGO TO lOb 
1002 eONT WUE 
DO 10 J.l,N(K) 
00 10 , •• ,NCK) 
l'(UT,LT. Yil,KI.ANO. RS .LT. T(J,KIIGO TO 107 
If(Ur,Eg. v I,KI,AND, RS ,tG. T(J,K))90 TO 108 
IF(UT.LT. V(I,KI,AND, AS ,[a, TIJ,K)GO TO 10' 
lr(Ur.Eo, V{I,K),lND, R~ ,LI. T(J,I()IGO TO 110 
10 CONTlIIUE 
101 HEllfI"14 
HRIT[Cb,'04) nERR 
HRIIl(b,./1I(I,KI,RB,I(N(K),K) 
WRlTE(b,'/lv(I,K),uT.VIM(KI,K) 
HOP 
GO 10 I \I 
IOZ H~'HtlrI,K) 
Co TO III 
103 NN'WCI,J_I,K)+(W(I,J,KI_W(I,J.I,K».(R9.TIJ.I,KI)/II(J,K)-T(J-I,KI 
I) 
GO TO III 
104 WWOW(I,J,K) 
GO Tf) III 
\O~ WW-W(I-I,I,Klt(W(I,I,KI'W(I.I,I,KI1'(UT-V(f-I,K))/ev(1,K)-VCI-I.KI 
I) 
00 Til III 
106 WH.~(I,I,K) 
Go TO III 
107 wlowCI-I,J-I,KltCWCI.I,J,KI-WCI-I.J-I,KI).IR8-T(J.I,KJI/Cr(J,K)_TC 
IJ-I,K)1 
W2uWII,J-I,KltCWII,J,KI-wCI,J-I.KII'(RB-TCJ-I,-})/(TCJ,KI-T(J-l. Xj 
I) 
WWoWI+(Wl-W\)'(UT-VII-I,K11/(V!f,K)-Y(I-t,K) 
GO 10 III 
108 KW"w(l,J,KI 
00 TO III . 
10' WW.WII.I,J,K)+IW(I,J,K).W(I.I,J,KII.CUT.Y(f.I,K»/(YII,K).V(I_I,K) 
II 
00 TO III 
110 MH'H(I,J.I,KI+(MII,J,K).W(I,J_I,KI).(IIB.I(J.I,~)I/(T(J,KI_TIJ.I,KI 
I) 
III RETURN [ND 
0'\ 
W 
c··· c 
50_ 
$ 
10 
I'll 
20 
l5 
30 
SU8110UT I'IE I HTR~](UT, I, ~ I 
COMMON/8DS/DMI QI,C(41,BTyPE(Q),THI·),NBND8 
t/PTS/XPIQ5),YPI4SI 
2/W[LL/XW(IS),Y~115),W1YPE(15I,OCON'T(15),RAOI(ISI,NWELL!,WW 
l/GEOH/KINT(J,2),KPAIIAI2,1),KSING,NSINC,NINT,NPARA 
q/IlYDA/P£R~,THCH ,ts T, HO, n,IlBAR, ISlR,P8AR, Al.fl, AlHwt, TlIH 
5/IMWl/XI(IOOO),VI(IOOO),TVPIIIOOO),QOI,IIS), 
./INDX/0,IP,IW,JJ,JJI,JJ2,NIHGS,NERR,TII,TII,Ntl,ISHAX,ITUNT 
7/CONT/MPROa,PI,SCDNV(2),LIJOI,CONY,JUNI1.IVv.IH,IRK 
8/0UT/TITLE(20),XIIOOI.YIIOOI,lIIOO).QIZ'.II),GAHA(IS),TWT 
9/ANla/XX.YY.TXV.TXx.Tyy,NLOG,tT~Y,TINC,ITY,rIHE(151,QVAR(IS,ISI 
I/TADl/H(12),N(12),T(lOO,15).V(7',ISI.N(b',bS.12),Wr[500.15) 
2/HLOS/CH(IS).HNIIS),SEEIIS),S£115.IS),VTOt(15i G5).lfABlE 
5/WT8l/YWO(I"Q5).VPN(I!,QS).VWBII"QSI.YPDIIS,Q51.VSPIq~I.SPTOT 
THI' SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATES TN! yALuE or TI~E FRON THE gRA~H 
THE YALU[ O~ IR/n) 
fORHAIIIHI,'ERROR NO ',IZI 
l'IUT.LT.fll.MI.OR.UT.r,T,T(N(~IIKII 00 TO ~5 
IfIUT.EQ,TII,KI) Co TO 20 
00 5 IcItNIK) 
Ir(UT,Ea,ffl.KI) GO TO 15 
If(Uf.OT,tll.K" 00 TO 5 
CO TO 10 
CONT INUE 
ALfTWTotWfCI.KI·Wffl·I.KI)·CUT-TII·I,K))/ITlt,K)·Tll·1.KII+w'CI-I. 
IKI 
GO TO 30 
ALfTwT·Wf(l,KI 
Co TO 10 
ALfTWT-wrO,K. 
GO TO 10 
tiERRa II> 
~RITlll>,50DI NERR 
WR1Tflb,,/ITII.M).UT.T(N(M),KI 
nop 
RETURN 
END 
C'" 
10 
\I 
U 
11 
14 
15 
I. 
17 
18 
Iq 
20 
21 
22 
2J 
24 
15 
SUUROUTINE OUTPUT 
CO HHON/uOS/OHI'),CIC).8TVPEIQI,THCO).N8NOS 
I/PtI/KP(4$I,YPIQ5) 
2/WELl/XW(IS),YWIISI,WTVF!(IS),OCONSTI15),RAOII151,NWElLS.NW 
l/CEDH/KlNTll,Z),KPAAAI2.21,KOINIl.NSlNG.NINT,NPARA 
~/H'OR/PERH,tIlCK,CST,Ho,sy,H81R.SBAR.peAR,lLfl.AlfTWT.TIMT 
5/1MHL/XIIIOOOI,Y((IOOOI.TVPl(IOOOI.QOlfI151 
~/IND.'0.IP.IW,JJ,JJI.JJ2,NIllaS,NERR;TIZ,Tll,NTI,ISHAX.ITUNT 
l/CONT/KP ROB,PI,SCONVIZI,LI101.CONV,JUNlf,IVV.IM,IRK 
8/0UT/TITLE(20),X(IOOI,YIIOO).lIIOOl.QI2S.II"OAHA(ISI.TNT 
9/AHIS/Xx,lY,TWY,TXX,TYV.NLOa,ITHV,TINC,ITV,TIH£(15),QyARI15,1') 
I/T~a~/HIll),NII2),TI100,15),VI15,1,),Hlb5,65,IZ1.HfIJ00,t51 
Z/wlOS/CHIISI,WNI151.S£E(15).SEI15.151·,YTOt(15'~1.1'lBlf 
J/ijTaL/YWOI15,q",YPN(IS,O'),YWeCI,.q51,'PD(IS,GSI,y~P(45.,IPTOT 
DIH[NSION Tl~U(II,TYP"121,IYPB(l) 
tHIS SUBROUTINE PROOUCtS TAOULAR OUTPUT O~ PROeLEH DETAilS 
DOVelE PRECIIION fYPW,TIHU,Tyre 
DATA TVpw/llHDlSCHARG£ ,llIlR[CHARG! I 
OAT. TYP8/IZHR[CHlRCE ,I2HBAARIEA I 
OATA TIIlV/SH (DAYS) ,8H IHINS) I 
fORH.tIIHI),lftH..... .20A4/8X.20A4) 
FORHiT(/IISOK,2qH.. CONVERGENCE LIMIT • ,~S.2,IH ft, "/1 
rORMATllllJIH '" AQUIfER CH1RACTERIStICS/ftX,llH.--•• -------••• 1··-·····) 
FORHAIIIIIZX IIHPtRHEA8t~ITY ,18X,f' 0.9H GPD/fTSDI 
FORHAtIIHO,IIX,JJHOtPTH TO UNotsTuRelD HAttR TAeLE ,'b.O,JH ftl 
rORHATIIHO.IIX,2IHtHICKNf" Of AQUIfER ,12X.f',O,SH ftl 
'OAH.t(IHO.IIX,2JHCOErrICI[NT Of STORAGE ,15X,!8.11 
fORHAIIIII19H .,. BOUNDARI!S /AX,IOH •• _ ••••• _."IIX,JHHO".X,IO 
IHANaLE HITH,Sx,qHINTfRC£pT 'X,8HROUHDARY/17X.IJHX·AXIS IDtC.)"X.q 
2HI'T),eX,~HIYPE/) 
'OR~Al(/IIX,ll,ftX,f~,O.SX,JHV •• f1.1,4X,Alll 
fOR~AT(llll6H •• ANALYSIS Of CEOM£TRy/SX.ZOH·········-._·····-
1--1 
rORM1T(IIIIX,ZOHNUHBEA OF SINOL£I •• 6x.II,SX"IIIX.Z5HNUHDER Dr ~ 
IHTERS£CTO~S •• 12.llllx,Z2HNUHorR 0' pARALLELS. ,4x,ll) 
'ORHlrlll' ••• R!Al WEll DAtl"1X,i •• - •• -._-••••• 1/7X,'NO, X·Axl 
IS Y·AXIS w£lLi,5X.,RAOIUS Of PENETRl- WELl. lOSS tXPONlNT'/12 
lx.'IFT) (ffl TVP[ INflUENcElrtl TloN CONSTANT'/) 
fORHAT'IHIIII' ••• PUHPING RATlS ANO ~ELL 1.0SSES'11X.' •• --•••• -. 1-·············-··_·'/) 
Fon~ATIIH6,IOX.ll,qX,F6.0,.X.f6.0.5X.AI2.lX.'7.0.8X,fh.o.IOX,fh,l. 
IIOX,~S.ll 
FORHAt(IHI'/41H ••• TABULATION Of ORAKDOWN AT ElCH TIMt PER100/5x, 1.IH-·······.---·-.• -.· ..• ••··· ••. · ...•.• ----IIIIOx.J1HI PDf NT 0' I 
cNT£RESt I X·COORO •• f,.O.2X,QHY·COORO , fft.O 2H I/IIIOX,IOHTIH£ 
3AfTER,IIX,IIHORAWOOWN AT/'X,lq~PU"PJNG 8T1RT8';X'11HP01~T OF I~I[R 
4EST) 
'O~~AT(tH .llX.Aft,16X,4HC'TI) 
0\ 
+:'-
2~ 
2t 
28 
29 
3D 
6] 
u 
n 
6b 
71 
72 
7] 
74 
15 
71 
18 
19 
eo 
81 
82 
FORHAfIIHO,I~x,f6,O,11M,F'.2) 
'ORHAT(IH\,115JH ••• TABULATION or DR~wDOWN AT [ACN POINT OF INTER 
IEST/5M,S5H-----••• ----~·--·---·---------·--··-···-------.- ) rORHU IINO,I QX. ISIIPOINTS OF INHREST, 71(, 8HDRAWDOWNIZI x, QHlrTl,1 6X, 
I.H(Ffll • 
FOR!!AT(t!!O,n,JHNo.,5X.8HX·COOROS,JX,IHY-COOROSl) 
rORHATIIHO,IOX,IZ,QX,re,I.JX.FI,I,6X,,'.2) 
'ORHaTIIII~X,15HA"ISOTRoplt TRANSMISSIBILITIES aRE IIIZX,QHTXX ,)Q 
IX,EO.J,ZX,'GPD/FT'IIIZX,QHTYY ,14X,EI,J,ZX,'gPO/fT'IIIZx,4HTXY ,J4 
iX,ES,1,2X,'GPO/fT'1 . 
fORHATllllltSX.JOHI TIM£ A'TER PUNPING STARTS I ,Fft,2,A8,IHI/I 
fORHATI/IIX,IZ,8X,f4,O,IX.JHX. ,fT,I,4X,AI2) 
FOR"lTlllllX,15HANISOTROpIC TRANSHISSIBILITIES ARE 1112x,4HTXX ,J4 
IX,[e,I,2X,'HTSQ/D'1112X,4HTYY ,JQX,E8,3,lX,'HTSQ/D'1112X,aHTXY ,lq 
ZX.E8",2X,'HTSO/D'1 
FOR.,UllllllH •••• 
IARrESIAN AQUIfER 
Typ( Of A~ALysia I fULL, PENETRATINQ wELL TN 
l&x.aTH •• ----------.··. - £QUILI8~IUH CONDITI 20N5 ) 
fORHATllllllH •••• TyP( O~ ANALySIS I rULlY PENETRlTING w!ll IN 
IW~I[R TABLf AQUlrER/8x,4tH.·------•••• - •• - - EQUILIBRIUM eO~OITI 
lONS ) 
fORHlTIII11lH •••• 
IARrESIAN AQUIfER 
TTP[ Or ANAL,Sla I fULLY PENETRATING WELL IN 
18X,~rH-------.- •• --.-- - NON-EQUILIBRIUH CON 
lDITJONSI . 
FOR~AT(IIIB4H •••• TYPE or ANALySIS f fULLy PENETRATING WELL IN 
IARTESIAN IHJSOTROPIC AQUlf[R 16x,~7H.---·------·-·-- -NON"EQUI 
2LIHRIU~ CONDITIONS I 
rORMATIIII"" •••• TYPE or ANALvSIS I PAR7tlLLY PENETRAIING WELL 
IS IN ARTESIAN AOUlfER IIX,Q8H------•••• -----. - NON-EQUILIBRIU 
2H CONDIT IONS 1 
'ORHATIII114~ •••• T,P[ 0' ANALySIS I FULLy PENETRlTI~G wELLS IN L 
IEA~Y ARTE!IAN AQUIF(R/.X,66H-•• ---.-.---.--- - WITHOUI WATER REL 
2EA5ED fROH STORACE III AnuITAROlltx,Z6H- NON-EQUILIBRIUM CDNOITIONS 
1) . 
fORHAT(1111qH •••• TYPE of ANALYSIS, PULlY PENETRATING ~ELLS IN L 
lEAKY A"T[SIAN AQUIFER/8X,b8H •• - •• ------._--- • WITHOUI WAIER RfL 
2EASED fROM aTOR~GE IN AuuITARD/ZTK,l4H- EQUILIBRIUH CONDITIONS) 
fORH~IIII114H •••• TYPE Of ANAL'SIS , FUll' PENETRATING WrLLS IN L 
IEA~Y RTESIAN AQUIFER/8K,b5H-·----------_··- - WITH WATER RELEA, 
2EO FRO!! STORACE IN AaUITAROllTx,l8H- NON·EQUILlaRIUH CONDTTIO~S) 
'ORH~T(llllqH •••• TYPE Of ANALYSIS I fULL' PENETRATING WELLS IN L 
ItAKY ARTf'I~N lQUlrER/8x,b5H------••• -----.- • wiTH WlTER RELEAS 
ZEO FROM STORlet I" AQUITARO/27x,l4H- EQUiliBRIUM CONDITIONS) 
fORMAf{lll7l.I.... TYP£ OF ANALySIS I fULL' PENETRATING ~ElL IN 
IwAIER TASLE AQUlfER/eX,SIH.-.·----.-----.- - NON-EouILI8RIUH CON 
lOll IONS I 
fORHAT(lHI.III,' ••• ORAWOOWN COHPONENT91,I,eX,'.--••• ---•••••• 
1··--',I,8X,'wELL EFfECT PARTIAL y[NET· EFFECT Of PARTI1L PENE 
lTRA_ TOTAL',I,eX,INO, OF WELL RATION EfFECT SOUNDARIES TION 
1EfFECT BY [FfECTI,I,lax,'ONL' (fTI 6Y WELL (fT) ONLY (fT) 80 
4UNDARIE$ IFTI (fT)'/1 
H fORHATllliOrlIK,Z2HTlUCKNEBS OF AIlUITARD ,llX,f5.0,311 fTl/l2x,2S;!PE 
IRHEA8ILIT, Of aCUITARO ,bX,Fe,O,6HGPD/SOfTI 
FORHAT(lHO,IIx,c8IlCOEFt Of SlMAG! OF AQUITUOdOx,E8,l) 
'OR~lT(IHO.ltx,lqHSPEClfIC ,IELD,24x,E6.lllllx,4HAlfA,llx,rS,I,lx, 
tllI/DAYlIl 
8Q 
as 
u 
87 
88 
·rOR"AT(7.,'NO,j,6X"TIHE'.SX"PU~PIN~',Tx,'W£ll lOSSlS'/llx,ae,2X, 
I'RAT! (GPHI',ex,'lrTJ") 
fORH1T(IHo,IOX,ll.OX,Fb,O,4X'P',O,5X,AI2,lx,rt.o,8X,fb.o,IOx,rr,2, 
II~x,F6,Z,IOx,f5,ll 
fORHATlex,12,Q.,F7,l,5."r,2,T •• fT.2,Tx,Fl.2.bl.FJ.21 
89 
'0 
'I 
'12 
lol 
zoa 
201 
20Q 
lOS 
Z06 
20t 
l08 
209 
llO 
III 
101 
102 
103 
104 
10' 
101 
108 
In 
ItO 
III 
51 
c··, 
fORHAT!/IX,'POINJ O~ iNIEREST NO f,IZ/IX,'TOT.l ORAWOOWN IS ',F6,l 
II) 
fORHATI/IX,'TI"f INCR!HENT NO ',IZ/IX,'TOT.l ORAWOOWN IS ',Fb,2/1 
fORHAI!7 X,11,lX,P8.2,lx,f'.I,I]X,F5.21 
rORHAT(Sx,I],2x,F7.0,ZX,f T.O,lx,AIO,f1,O,6x,'4.2,5x,F6,',5x,'5,ll 
fORHAT(III)OX,Z4H •• CONVERGENCE LIKIT _ ,F5,2,8H KT, •• /1 
fO RHAt(IIUX, I JIIPER!!EAIlILl TV ,18.,'8.0, QH M,D) 
fO RHAT!IHO,llx,3lHDEPTH TO UNoI8TURB€0 MATER TAULE ,'b,O,]H HTI 
fOR~AI(IIIO,!IX.lIHTHICKHESS 0' AOUI'lR ,12',fb,O,3H HII 
fORHATlll' •• , R!Al WELL DAT.l/rx,'----••• -.-•• -_1/7X,.~0. X_All 
IS ,-AxIl WELL'I~x,jRAOIUS Of PENETR.- WELL LOSS [.PONENT'/12 
2X,'(HT) (HII TYpE IN'lurNeEIHTl TloN CONSTANT'/) 
fORHATIIH ,12X,A8,16X,~HIHTI) 
fORHAT (IHO, H., I811PoINTI OF INTEREST, Tx. 8ItDRU.OOWIIIZh, GHIKTl, Ibx, 
I.HI,HII 
fORKATIIHI,"I" t •• oRAWDOWN COHPONENTS',/t8X,' ••• _----•••• -_. 
1----'.,.8X.'WELl ErfECT PARTIAL PENET- £f'~CT Of PARTIAL PENE 
aIRA. TOTAL',I,8X,'NO, OF .WELL RATION EffECT aOUNoARIES TloN 
1EfFECT BY fffECT',I,I •• ,IONLY IHII BY WELL IHT) ONLY IHrl 80 
4UNDIRIE, tHT} (H"'/I 
FOR~ATIIHO,IIX,2lHIHICKN!8. Of AQUITARD ,12X,f5,O,lH HTII12X,2~HPE 
IRMfAelLIT' Of AQUI7ARO 'tX". Q,lHH/D) 
rORHAI11X,INO,',bX,ITIHE ,5K,l pUHPINQ"'X,IW!LL LO&SES'/I]X,Ae,lX, 
liPAn tCH/o)l,ex,I(HTI'Il 
fOR~AT(IIII?H ••• 80UNDARI[S lex,joH._----- •• -II'IX,JHNO.,GX,IO 
IHA~GLE WII~,~x,~HINT£RCEPI 5x,6H80UNDA"Y/17X,IJHx-AX S ID(G.I,bX,Q 
lH(HT),6X,QHT,p!/) 
HRIT£(b,IOI(TITL[(JI,J_I/I,) 
~o TO 1101.102,10)1100,10',109,101,108,10',110,1111 , KPROB 
WRIT!(6,1I1 
GO TO 5J 
WRITEU,721 
Co TO 5J 
WRITE(6,TJI 
GO TO 51 
WRIT£(6,H) 
Go TO 5] 
WRIT£(6, "I 
GO TO 51 
WRI T£ (6,H) 
Go TO 5J 
WRI TE 16, 781 
GO TO '51 
WRTH(b,19) 
Go TO 51 
wRIT!l6,eOl 
GO TO 51 
WRIT£(6,811 
HRITEI!>,IZI 
CO~v[RSION Of UNlle 
IfIJU~IT.N£.11 QO TO 57 
TXX_UXIZ,Z& 
rH-TYVIl,18 
TXhUYlZ,l8 
PER>i'PERH/O,695 
PflAR'P8AR/O,695 
tlOsHOtl. 28 I 
0\ 
\.J1 
CONY'CONY/l,lel 
HBAR_HBARn,l81 
THCK.THC~/3.2el 
00 5- IRKsl,., 
XP(IAKI.XP(IR~I/J.2el 
YPIIRKI·YP(I~KI/,,281 
xN(IR~I'xWIIR~)/l,Z81 
YWIIRKI·YWII~~I/).ltl 
YIIRKI·YIIRKI/J,l8t 
$E(II~KI·SE[IIRKI/3.281 
RADt(IRKl-RADtIIRKI/J,281 
IflNTl,EQ,l,AHD,lTHV,EG,OI X(I~Kl.X(tRKl/l,2el 
5~ QCO~STltRKl.QCOusTltRKI/O,183q5 
DO 55 IC-ldS 
00 55 10-ld5 QVARIIC,tOI"QVARIIC,tDI/O,181.' 
8EIIC,IDI.Sr I IC,tOI/3,a81 
YWOIIC,ID).YWOIIC,IOI/J,Z81 
YPNIIC,IOloYPNIIC,IDI/1.181 
YWBIIC,t DI'YW81I C,I DI/1.Z 81 
55 YTOTIIC,IDI'YlOTltC,tOI/J.281 
110 56 IU'I,N8UOS 
5. CltBI,Cltel/l.Z61 
C ••• IIRITE OUT THE AoUt~ER CHARACTI!'RUTICI 
51 IFIJUNlr,EQ,I,AND,KPROB,IQ.4) WRIT[16,661 TXX,Tyy,TXY 
IFIJUNII,NI,I.AUD.~P~08.EQ,ql WRIT£16,6JI TXX,TYY,IX' 
IF(KPROB,EQ.OI GO TO 2 
1'(JUNIT,Nf,l} ~Rlt£16,ll) P[RH 
I'IJUNII,£Q.I) WRIT[lb,2021 P[RM 
l'I~PR08,NE.2)GO TO I 
I,IJUNIT.N£.I) wRlre16,141 HO 
IfIJUNtr.Ea,l) WRITE(6,2031 HO 
GO TO l 
1,IJUNtT.Nf,l) WRITEI6,15) THCK 
IF(JVNIT,EQ,I) WHIIElo,20 41 THC~ 
l IF(~PROa.GE.J) wRlrElo,I&ICST 
U I JUt/IT ,NE, I ,AND, KrROB.G T • 6, AfID. KPROB, L T .11) l/R ITt I 6, el)HBAR, I'BAR 
IFIJU~lr,EO,I.1ND.KPR08,OJ.6~ANO,KPR08,LT.IIIWRITtlb,20~1~81R,PBAR 
l'IKPROB,EO,9IwRlTElb,e_)SBAR 
c··· 
H 
30 
3 
IFIKPROB.EO,lllw~lrElb,851Sy,Al'A 
IFINONOS,EQ,OIGO TO , 
WRIT! OUT &OUNDAny DATA 
IfIIUNIT,NE.11 wRlrEI',17) 
l'IJVNlr,EQ,11 WRlfElb,211} 
00 J 10.I,NOI<0$ 
JB*I 
1'(BrYPEllel.Ea,IIJ8a 2 
IHTfl(lBl.Ea.O.lGO TO 35 
IF(rH(18),Nf,180.IGO TO 16 
KRITElb,lall~,rHlt81,eI181,TYP8IJe) 
GO TO 1 
WRITE 16,6S! Ill, Ilfl 11l1, C 118), TVPIHJB I 
COf/TltIUE 
WRlTEI6,1~) 
WRI1Elb,20INSING.NI~T,HP1RA 
c ••• w~trE OUT PEIl wEll DATA 
9 IFIJUNIT.NE.11 ~RITElb,21) 
IF(JVNlf,EQ,I) HRiTEI6,205) 
DO U2 1~'I,nw[llS 
KW"I 
IfIHTIpr.(IHl,EQ,.I,)~W·l 
41 WRI1EI6,92)I",~K(I""YWII~),TVP~(KW"~ADI(IH,,GAM.IIH,.ewIIK),WNlt 
IH) 
IIRIIEl6,2Z) 
!'IJUHlf,NE.I, WRITEI6,&6)IIKUIITUNTtll 
1~IJU~lfIEQ.I) ~RlfEI6,2tOITIHUltTUNTtl) 
IfllTHV,[O,OI 00 TO GI 
DO 41 IW.I,t/w£llS 
DO 41 ITV'Z,ITHVtl 
41 WntrEI6,911tW,IIHEIITV},QYAnIIW,ITYI,sEltW,ITVI 
GO 10 J I . 
41 DO Q' IW-I,HHELl$ 
q, wRtTEI6,~I)lw.llt,aCO~STltwl,8!EIIW) 
C ••• PRINTOUT _ HORE THAN ONl TlHE tNT!RVAL OR HORE THAN OllE POtNT OF 
C WaREST 
·IFINTI.!Q,I)OO TO S 
C •• lINGLE pO!NT 0' INT[REST CASf • flKE INIERVAl VARIES 
II HR!TE(6,2Q}.P(ll,YP(ll 
IFIJUHIT.WE,11 IIRlf£(6,251 TIHUIITUNT+11 
IrlJUNIT ,~O,I) WR ITE 16 ,206) TlMU!! TUN" II 
DO S U.I,IS~AX 
WnIT!16,2blXIISI,YIISI 
GO TO 6 
C •• SINGLE TIHt INTERVAL CASE • POtNT or INTEAEST YARtES 
S wRIIEI6,27) . 
IflKPnOB,LI,J .~R.KPROB,[Qle ,OR,kPR08,[O.IOI 00,0 .0 
WRITEI6,64) II,TIHUIITUNTt I 
40 !fl,UNIT,n£.11 HRtTEI6,Z81 
If(JUNIT,EQ,11 HRITEI.,1011 
WRlTfI6,n) 
00 7 U-I,lhl1x 
WRITtlotJOIIS.XPltS),VPIISI,Y(181 
CONlINU[ 
1,INPARA.Nt.OIGO 10 IT 
Go 10 38 
J1 I'IJUNIT.HE.I) WRITEI~,II) CONY 
1~IJUNtT,EQ.11 wRITE(6,2011 CONy 
c ••• 
J8 
39 
so 
ORAWDO~t/ COHPONENTS OPTIoN 
l'IITAelE,HE,ll GO To 50 
l'IJUNIT.~E.11 WRITEI6,&lJ 
IrIJO~IT,EQ.ll "RIIEI6,l~81 
DO 3~ lS.I,ISHAX 
l'IITHV.!Q.O,AND.HTI.EQ,ll WRlfE16.891 IS,'(ISI 
IftllHV,Ea,O,AND,NII,or,l) WRITEI.f9~) IS"1151 
IfllfHV.NE.OI WRITEI','OI IS,yIISl 
00 39 I Wo l,f/IIEllS 
H~tT~lb,ee}tw"wOIIH,ISI.'PNIIH,I!),y"B(Iw,IS),YP8(I",15),ITOI(lw, 
IISI 
RETURN 
WI) 
Q'\ 
Q'\ 
10 
u 
a-
U 
20 
)0 
40 
50 
00 
10 
80 
qO 
100 
110 
120 
130 
IQO 
150 
1&0 
\10 
ISO 
190 
C 
200 
110 
220 
230 
240 
250 
$U8ROUTIN£ OAAP~IHfADNO,XX,yy,H,VARy,XH!N,XHAX,YHIN,YHAx,HPAGES) 
REAL LIN£,BLANK/' '1,00T/I.'/,X/'X'/,O/'O'I.V/'Y'I,PLU9/'tii 
REAL A9f/"'1 
OI~[NSION VARYIIOII, "£AONOI201 
01H£N810N LINE(llll,xXII001,VY(100I,yA.18t~5),xAXIS(101) 
H~llEI.,9) "fADNC 
DYHX HN"yHAX-YHftI 
YAXUIU"YHIN 
GO 10 III,I~I,MPAGES 
XSPACE c 50.0 
HSPACE"51 
GO TO 16 
xSPAt£-100,O 
HsPiCr-IOI 
DO 20 ~.I"I 
YAxIS(KloyiXISIH-lltO,I'OY~XHN 
IfIDYHXHN-100o,OI40,100,IOO 
l'IYH4X-IOOo.0) 50,100,100 
1,lyHIN_loo,OII00,100,60 
rrIABSIYHINI-II.OE-021110,10,B6 
IrIY"IN} 100,80,100 
IfIABSlyHAXI_II.0£.OIII,0,90,110 
lfIYHAXIIOO,IIO,IOO 
WRIT~16,IIIYAXISIK1,H.I,111 
flO TO 120 
HRIIE(6,21 IVAXISIHI,K.r,111 
DO \30 J"I,IU 
LIN(IJ)C6LiUk 
WRITE(6,11 LINE 
KOUNT.O 
IfIXHIU) 140,110,110 
I'IX~AXI 110,110,150 
DO 160 J"IO,lIl 
~ltj£(J)·8LANK 
GO TO 200 
DO 180 J-IO,IIO 
LINr(J)-OOT 
DO IQO JOin, 110.10 
LINEIJI.PLUS 
LIN! 11I11"8LA'IK 
LINEI1I21-Y 
OXHXHU'XHAX-XHIU 
APPENDix N 
XAXI8I110XIl!" 
DO llO Kllol ,HSrACE,lo 
xAxlSIKKI·xAxIS(K~-IOI·IIO.O/XSPiCf)·DXHXHU 
!IKol 
XINVL.OXHXM~/X!P'CE 
VARx·XHIIl 
DO 110 L"I,HSP'C£ 
IF(yHtNl~10,Zbn,~6n 
JY·CI00.0/O'HxHnl·'9SIY"INI'~" 
IfIJY'IIOI 250,240,240 
JY-9 
~IN£IJYtIl'OOT 
GO TO 210 
260 
170 
280 
2QO 
300 
110 
1ZO 
121 
322 
1ZJ 
324 
325 
lZ6 
3)0 
lOG 
350 
160 
HO 
leO 
lQO 
qOO 
410 
Q20 
q)O 
t QqO 
4'0 Q60 
.no 
UO 
qQO 
500 
510 
SIZ 
515 
51'0 
S2S 
510 
Suo 
5'>0 
560 
LIN[(I0,oOOT 
JYlq 
IfIL-11 ZSO,130,280 
IfIL-II) Z90,lQO,Z90 
If(L-211 300.340,100 
If(L-1I, 110,lQO,310 
IfIL·QII 3Z0,340,110 
If(~'511 321,J40iJll 
00 TO (4JOi122I,HPAQf& 
IfIL-.11 lZJ,340,JIl 
IP(L-lI1 32~,lUO.12q 
If(L-81) 3ZS,lQO,125 
IfIL.ql) lZ.,140,126 
If(~·IOI) Q30,lQO,Q]0 
LIN[(JY+lloX 
110 TO ~10 
UNE (JYtlloPLUS 
KK"L 
If(oXHXKN-IOOO,ol l~o.OIO,qIO 
IflxHAx-IOOO,OI 360,410,410 
IP(XHIN+IOO,OI 410,QlO,110 
IfIAOS(XHIN1.II,OE-02)) 380,J80,J~0 
rf(xHINI 410,)90,410 
IPIAB8(XHAXI-II,OE-0211 QOO,lOO,420 
IF(XHA.) QIO,420,q10 
WAITElb,Q) xAxI8(KKI 
CD TO 430 
WRITE(b,51 XAXIS!Kkl 
IFI(VARxlxIUVl/l,OI-AeSI,ARK)1 OeO,4QO,aQO 
KOUIIT .t<OUNTII 
IflxOUNT-11 Q80,490,Q$0 
DO Q60 J-IO,1I0 
LINEIJ)aDOT 
00 qTO J'iO,llo,IO 
LIH(JI 1PW9 
LlN£(IIII.BlAHK 
LIN£III2I. V 
K-O 
KHAx.O 
00 '10 '-I,ll 
TRY.xX (1) -HRX 
TTRyoTRY.(XIHVL/i,OI 
IF(TTRYlq90,530,510 
IflTTRYtXIHVLI 500,510,~JO 
AP"lNDIX U 
GO fO 5]0 
K'(YYIII-YHINl t IOO;0/DYHXHHt9.5 
IflK-tlll 5Ii,5Z~,52~ 
If(!-KI515,525.5Z5 
LII/UK-noO 
IfIKHAX-KI 520.510,!10 
kH~x·K 
GO TO 530 
K"O 
CONT IIIU£ 
J'(V.RY(L)_YMINI.IOO,O/DVfl~IlN.',S 
If!J-!111 540,560,580 
If(S·J) 550,~80,5ftO 
I'CL!NEIJ,II.O) 510,560,510 
lI NE(J+II=o 
Gu fa 'jqO 
0\ 
-..,J 
~10 lINEIJ'I).AST 
GO TO 5'0 
580 J.O 
'90 JI-J+I 
Kl"KllAX+I 
JYI.JYtI 
lflltNEII11)-VI 600,120,600 
600 tfIJY-J) 6Z0,610,610 
610 IfIJY-K) 660,630,630 
610 fflJ.KI 660,690,6"0 
610 lrll.XK) 6QO,650.6'0 
6QO KRITE(6,)ltlIN£(JJ1.JJ-10.JYII 
GO TO 150 
650 HR1T[16,6)lllNEIJJ),JJ-IO.JYII 
t APP[NOIX N 
GO TO 150 
&60 IfCl-KKI 610,680,610 
6TO KRtTEI6,1)llIN[IJJI,JJoIO,KI) 
GO TO 750 
660 WRITE(6,6)(lINEIJJI,JJ-IO,Kll 
GO TO 150 ' 
.'0 lflloKKI 100,110,100 
100 KRIT£16,l)llINEIJJ1,JJ"IO,1111 
GO TO 150 
110 WRIT!16,61Il!NE(JJI,JJ"IO,1121 
GO TO 150 
720 Ifll-KKI 7QO,110,1QO 
1]0 WRITI16,61ILINIIJJI.JJoto,112) 
GO TO 750 
7qO wR!TI16,1)(LI~EIJJI,JJ'lo,1111 
1S0 Do 160 J"'O,lll 
160 LIN(CJlaBLANK 
VARx·yARXHINyL 
170 CONTINUE 
180 
190 
ho 
810 
820 
8]0 
840 
&56 
860 
810 
tfIDXHXHN-,ooO.O) 180,810,810 
IrlxHAX-IOOO,OI 190,670.870 
IfIDyHXHU-IOOO.OI 600,a10,870 
I'IYHAX-'OOO,ol 810,810,StO 
IflyHIH+IOO,ol 810.810,~20 
IfIAB9IYHl~)-(I,OE-0211 670,810,8l0 
IFIAnSIY"AXI-CI,OE"OZII 810,410,840 
IflxAIN.IOO,O) 810.810,850 
IfIASSlxHINI-II,O[-02») 670.810,860 
IfC,BS(XHAX)-ll.Ot-OZI) 810,810,880 
WRITElb,71 XHIN,XHAX,YHI~.YHIX 
GO TO 900 
880 WRITfI6,B) x~IN,xMAx,rMrN'YHAX 
I fORHATI/.16X,II'£".a,91IX,IPf9,2!) 
2 fORHATI/,17x,fl,J,911x,f7.J») 
3 fOR"ATIIH ,"X,101AI} 
q rORHH(I 'tlPEq,ZI 
5 FORMAT(.I '.n.QI 
6 fORMATI'+',9X,101Atl 
7 fORHATI/,lux"xnIN. ',IPEIZ.5.SX,'XMAX. ',tPEI2,S, 
1/,IU,'YllIN. ',II'El2.S,Sx,'VIIAh '.IPUl.S) 
8 'OnNATI/,14X,IXHIN_ '.flO.6,S.,IXHAXa ',,10,6 
1/,lqX,IYHI~. "'to.6.~X,IYHAX. !,fIO.bl 
q fORHATI'I',20AOI 
9ftO RE fURl! 
f.ND 
0'> 
CO 
Variable 
AITHD 
ALFA 
ALFTWT 
B 
BBTYPE 
BTYPE(I) 
C(I) 
CC 
CONV 
CST 
CH(l) 
DD 
DK 
DM(l) 
DMM 
DRA.WDO (A, B, C) 
FACT 
GAMA(J) 
GRADF 
GRAPH(A,B,C 
I,D,E,F,G,H,J) 
H 
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VARIABLE DICTIONARY 
Definition 
AITHD = FLOAT(ITHD) 
ALFA = l/(delay index) 
The interpolated well function 
B := /PEmi. TRCK/ (7.48 ALFA. SY) 
BBTYPE = BTYPE(I) 
The type of boundary 
The boundary intercept on the X-axis (or Y-axis if 
the boundary is parallel to the X-axis) 
CC = C(l) 
The convergence limit 
The coefficient of storage 
Well loss constant 
DD 40.783 QCONST(I)/2nPERM.THCK) 
DD := 114.6 QCONST (I) / (PERM. THCK) 
DD - 114.6 QCONST(I)/ITXX.TYY-Txy2 
DK = YI(I) + XI(I)/DMM 
The tangent of the angle between two intersecting 
boundaries 
DMM = DM(I) 
The subroutine which computes the drawdown 
Factorial term 
The percent of penetration of well in the aquifer 
GRADF = DMli + 1 
The subroutine which draws the graph 
H := ho2 - XX 
Variable 
HO 
IDELT 
INDIV 
INTERS (I) 
INTRP1(A,I,J) 
INTRP2(A,B,I,J,K) 
INTRP3(A,I,J) 
IPLOT 
ITABLE 
ITHD 
ITMV 
lTUNT 
JUNIT 
KINT(I,J) 
KPARA(I,J) 
KPROB 
KSlNG(I,J) 
M(l) 
MBAR 
N(I) 
NBNDS 
NCASES 
NERR 
70 
Definition 
The depth to water table 
The time increment within a cycle 
The printout option of individual image well coor-
dinates and contribution to total drawdown 
The subroutine which controls the reflection pro-
cess in the case of intersecting boundaries 
The subroutine which interpolates the value of 
well function in one dimensional array tab 
The subroutine w"hich interpolates the value of 
well function in two dimensional array tables 
The subroutine which interpolates the time for a 
given value of RIB 
Graphical output option 
Drawdown components table option 
ITHD = lFIX(THD) 
The number of stages in variable pumping rate case 
The index to the time unit used 
The option for the system of units 
The number of intersections 
The number of parallels 
The problem type 
The number of singles 
The number of rows in the well function table 
The thickness of aquitard 
The number of columns in the well function table 
The number of boundaries 
The number of cases to be analyzed 
The error number 
Variable 
NIMGS 
NINT 
NLOG 
NN 
NPARA 
NPNTS 
NR 
NSING 
NTI 
NHELLS 
OUTPUT 
PARALL(I,J) 
PBAR 
PERM 
QCONST(I) 
QDIF(I) 
QUAR(I,J) 
R 
RADI(I) 
RB 
REFLECT(A,B, 
C,D,I) 
Definition 
The number of image wells 
The number of intersections 
The number of time increment cycles for which 
drawdown is to be evaluated 
NN == 1 or 2 
The number of parallels 
The number of points of interest 
71 
The number of reflections required in the case of 
intersecting boundaries 
The number of singles 
The option for the number of time increments 
The number of the real wells 
The subroutine which produces tabular output of 
problem details 
The subroutine which controls the reflections pro-
cess in the case of parallel boundaries 
The permeability of aquitard 
The aquifer permeability 
The constant well pumping rate 
The difference between two sequent variable pump-
ing rates 
The variable well pumping rate 
The distance between the observation point and the 
well 
The radius of influence of the real well 
The vertical coordinate which 
well function 
the 
The subroutine which reflects a ~vell about a 
boundary 
RM = R/3.281 
Variable 
RMIN 
RR 
S 
SBAR 
SE(I,J) 
SEE(I) 
SERlEl 
SERIE2 
SI 
8M 
SMTOT 
SP 
STaT 
Sy 
T(I, J) 
TA 
TH(I) 
THCK 
THD 
THDIF 
TI 
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Definition 
The minimum allowable distance between the obser-
vation point and the well 
RR = RADI(I)/R 
The drawdown at the observation point 
The coefficient of storage of aquitard 
The well loss in variable pumping rate case 
The well loss in constant pumping rate case 
SERlEl DD(-0.S772 - ALOG(U») 
SERlE2 SERIEl + (DD. TERH) 
The vertical coordinate which interpolates the 
well function in case number 9 
SM = S/3.281 
SMTOT = 8TOT/3.281 
The drawdown due to partial penetration effect 
only 
The total sum of drawdown at the observation 
point 
The specific yield 
The value of the horizontal coordinate of the well 
function table 
The angle the boundary makes with the X-axis in 
radius 
The angle the boundary makes with the X-axis in 
degrees 
The aquifer thickness 
THD = 90 NN/THDIF 
The angle between two boundaries 
The time interval after which drawdown is required 
TIl 
TIME (I) 
TIMT1 
TIMT2 
TlMU(I) 
TINC 
TITLE(I) 
TTH 
TIlT 
TXX 
TXY 
TYPB(I) 
TYPI(I) 
TYPW(I) 
TYY 
U 
UA 
UDBAR 
UT 
UY 
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TIl TI 
The time since variable pumping rate starts 
TIMT1 0.27 MBAR.SBAR/PBAR 
TIMT2 = 0.27 MBAR.SBAR/(74.8 PBAR) 
The double precision for time in days or minutes 
The time interval for each variable pumping stage 
The title of the analysis 
TTH TH(I) 
TIlT ALFTWT/ALFA 
The XX component of the second rank symmetric 
tensor of transmissibility 
The XY component of the second rank symmetric 
tensor of transmissibility 
The double ion for boundary type 
The type of the image well 
The double precision for well type 
The YY component of the second rank symmetric 
tensor of transmissibility 
U 1.87 R2.(ST/(PERM.THICK.TI) in case no. 3· 
U = 1.97 CST TXX.yy2 + TYY.XX
2 
- 2 ~XY.XX;YY 
TI(TXX.TYY - TXY ) in case no. 4 
UA = 0.27 R2.CST(7.48/PERM.THCK.TI) 
UDBAR = 1.87 R2 (1 + SBAR)/(3 PE&~.THCK.TI) 
1.87 R2 .CST/(PERM.THCK.TI) UT 
UY = 0.25 R2 SY(7.48/PE&~.THCK.TI) 
The value of the vertical coordinate of the well 
function table 
Variable 
W1 
W2 
WF(1,J) 
WN(1) 
WTYPE(1) 
X(1) 
X1(1) 
XM(1) 
XMAX 
XM1N 
XP(1) 
XW( 
xx 
Y(I) 
Y1(1) 
YM(1) 
YHAX 
YM1X 
YP(1) 
YPl(1,J) 
YP2(I,J) 
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Definition 
in the two 
sional array table 
The horizontal interpolation of the well function 
The vertical interpolation of the well function 
The value of the well function in the one dimen-
sional array table 
Exponent due to turbulent flow 
The of well 
The well function 
The time since pumping started or the distance 
from the pumped well to the observation point 
The X-coordinate of the image well 
XH(I) = X1(1)3.281 
The maximum distance or time used 
The minimum distance or time used 
The X-coordinate of the observation 
The X-coordinate of the real well 
xx = ABS(XP(1) - XW(1» 
The accumulated drawdown 
The Y-coordinate of the image well 
YM(I) = YI(1)!3.281 
The maximum accumulated drawdmvn 
The minimum accumulated drawdown 
The Y-coordinate of the observation 
The total drawdown due to the partial penetration 
effect ion in the real well only 
The total drawdown due to the effect of partial 
pentration at the image wells 
Variable 
YPB(I,J) 
YPN(I,J) 
YSP(I) 
YTOT(I,J) 
YTOT3(I,J) 
YW(I) 
YWl(I,J) 
YW2(I,J) 
YWB(I,J) 
YWO(I,J) 
yy 
Z(I) 
Definition 
YPB(I,J) = YP2(I,J) 
The partial penetration effect due to the real 
well and its associated image wells 
The accumulated drawdmvn due to the partial 
penetration effect 
YTOT(I,J) = YTOT3(I,J) 
The total drmvdown due to the real well and its 
associated image well including the partial 
penetration effect 
The Y-coordinate of the real well 
The drawdown due to the real well excluding the 
partial penetration effect 
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The drawdown due to the image wells excluding the 
partial penetration effect 
YWBCI,J) - YW2(I,J) 
TIfO(I,J) = YWl(I,J) 
YY = ABS(YP(I) - YW(I» 
Z(I) = YMIN - 5 
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APPENDIX B 
Tables and Notes 
1. Table B-1. Description of the input data and their 
formats. 
2. Table B-2. Data cards used in the verified examples. 
3. Table B-3. Interpretation of error codes. 
4. Notes on the use of input data. 
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TableB-l. Description of the input data and their formats. 
Card Col. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
Identifier Definition No. 
Data (Free Format) Basic 
NCASES 
JUNIT 
The number of cases to be analyzed 1 
Unit option (if JUNIT 1, S. 1. system of 3 
units must be used, if JUNIT # 1, F.P.S. 
system of units must be used) 
ITABLE Drawdown components table opt ion (if ITABLE = 1, 5 
table given) 
Heading (Format 509) 
TITLE The title of analysis 
Control Card (Format 501) 
NBNDS The number of boundaries (NBNDS :5.. 4) 
NPNTS The number of points of interest (NPDNTS 
NWELLS 
KPROB 
CONV 
INDIV 
IPLOT 
< 15 
The number of real wells (NWELLS:5.. 15) 
The problem type 
The convergence limit of drawdmvn, meters 
or feet 
Printout option (if INDIV = 1, tabular· 
output of individual image well coordinates 
and contribution to total drawdown given), 
meters or feet 
Graphical output option (if IPLOT 1, 
graphical output given) 
1-80 
10-13 
21-25 
34-38 
45-46 
53-57 
60 
62 
4 Boundary Data, one card for each boundary (FOR}~T 502) 7-13 
5 
6 
TH(IB) The angle the boundary makes with the X-
axis in degrees measured counterclock wise 
C(IB) The boundary intercept on the X-axis, or on 17-23 
the Y-axis if the boundary is parallel to 
the X-axis, meters or feet 
BTYPE(IB) The boundary type (BTYPE(IB) = +1. for 27-29 
barrier boundary, BTYPE(IB) = -1. for 
recharge boundary) 
Point of Interest Data, one card for each point 
(Format 502) 
XP(IP) The X-coordinate of the point, meters or 
feet 
YP(IP) The Y-coordinate of the point, meters or 
feet 
Real Well Data, one card for each well (Format 50 ) 
XW(n..,r) The X-coordinate of the real ,'7ell, meters 
feet 
7-13 
17-23 
5-12 
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Table B-l. Continued. 
Card Col. 
No. Identifier Definition 
6 YW(IW) The Y-coordinate of the real well, meters 
(cont) feet 
7 
a 
b 
c 
d 
WTYPE(IW) The type of well (WTYPE(HJ) = +1. for dis-
charging well, WTYPE (UJ) = -1. for re-
charging well) 
QCONST(IW) The well pumping rate, not used in variable 
pumping case, m3/day or gpm 
RADI (IW) The radius of influence of the ,\"ell, meters 
or feet 
GAMA(IW) The percent of penetration of the '\'lell in 
the aquifer 
PERl"! 
THCK 
CST 
HO 
The Aquifer Characteristics 
For KPROB < 4 (Format 503) 
The aquifer 
The aquifer thickness, 
meters or feet 
2 
, m/day or gpd/ft 
not used if KPROB 
The coefficient of storage 
not used if KPROB < 3 
of the aquifer, 
The depth to water table, used only for 
KPROB = 2, meters or feet 
For KPROB = 4 (Format 559) 
2, 
TL~ The XX component of the second rank symmetric 
tensor of transmissibility, m2/day or gpd/ft 
TYY The YY component of the second rank symmetric 
tensor of transmissibility, m2/day or gpd/ft 
TXY The XY component of the second rank symmetric 
tensor of transmissibility. m2/day or 
CST The coefficient of storage of the aquifer 
PERM 
THCK 
CST 
PERM 
TRCK 
CST 
MBAR 
PBAR 
For 
For 
KPROB = 5, or KPROB 
The permeab 
6 (Fonnat 560) 
of the aquifer, meter/day 
or gpd/ft 2 
The aquifer thickness, meters 
The coefficient of storage of 
KPROB = 7, 8, or 10 (Fonnat 561) 
or feet 
the aquifer 
The permeab of the aquifer, meter/day 
or gpd/ft 2 
The aquifer thickness, meters or feet 
The coefficient of storage of the aquifer 
The aquitard thickness, meters or feet 
The permeability of the aquitard, meter/day 
or gpd/ft 2 
No. 
16-23 
27-29 
37-42 
47-53 
57-60 
9-16 
23-28 
33-40 
45-50 
9-16 
22-29 
35-42 
48-55 
9-16 
23-27 
33-40 
7-14 
23-28 
35-42 
49-54 
60-67 
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TableB-l. Continued. 
Card Col. 
No. Identifier Definition 
7 (cont.) 
e For KPROB = 9 (Format 562) 
f 
PER}l 
THCK 
CST 
MBAR 
PBAR 
SBAR 
PEfu'1 
THCK 
CST 
SY 
ALFA 
The permeability of the aquifer, meter/day 
or gpd/ft 2 
The aquifer thickness, meters or feet 
The coefficient of s of aquifer 
The aquitard thickness, meters or feet 
The permeability of the aquitard, meter/day 
or gpd/ft 2 
The coefficient of storage of aquitard 
For KPROB = 11 (Format 563) 
The permeability of the aquifer, meter/day 
or gpd/ft 2 
The thickness of the , meters or feet 
The coefficient of storage of aquifer 
The specific yield of the aquifer 
The delay index inverse, l/day 
8 Well loss Data (Free Format) 
9 
CW(IW) Well loss consta~t for each real well 
WN(Hl) Exponent due to <turbulence for each real well 
Time Option Cases (Free Format) 
NTI NTI = 1 for one increment, NTI > 1 for more 
than one time increment 
ITUNT Time unit option (ITUNT 1 for time in 
minutes, ITUNT = 0 for time in days) 
TI The time interval after which drawdown if 
NLOG 
IDELT 
ITMV 
TINC 
required, not used in steady state cases or 
in variable pumping cases, minutes or days 
The number of time increment cycles for which 
drawdown is to be evaluated (NLOG ~ 3) 
Time time increment within a , IDELT may 
be set to 1, 4, or 8 
The number of stages in variable pumping case 
(if IT}W = 0, constant pumping case is used) 
The time interval for each variable pumping 
s , days 
No. 
7-14 
23-28 
35-42 
49-54 
60-67 
73-80 
7-14 
23-28 
35-42 
49-56 
64-70 
1 
3 
5-9 
11 
13 
15-19 
21-24 
10 Variable Discharge Data, not used if ITMV = 0 (Free Format) 
QUAR(IW,ITV) The pumping rate for each real well at each 
time increment, m3/day or gpm 
Table B-2. Data cards used in the verified examples 
Case Study Example 
1 2 3 
Example 1 No boundaries X X X 
2 boundary X X X 
Example 3 Parallel pair of boundaries X X X 
Example 4 A 900 intersection of two boundaries X X X 
Example 5 Three boundaries with two of them pa:r-allel X X X 
Example 6 Two perpendicular parallel pairs of boundaries X X X 
Card Numbers Used 
4 5 6 7 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
8 9 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
10 
X 
X 
00 
o 
Table B-3. Interpretation of error codes. 
ERROR 
NO. MEANING 
1 The limits off the following has been exceeded, NBNDS, NPNTS, 
and NWELLS. 
2 In variable discharge, time unit must be used in 
81 
3 Only one point of interest is permitted when more than one time 
increment is specified (in variable or constant dis 
cases). 
4 A single boundary must be perpendicular to a pair of parallel 
boundaries. 
5 Two nonparallel boundaries are not permitted with a pair of 
parallel boundaries. 
6 The angle between two 
limitation. 
boundaries violates Ferris1s 
7 Two pairs of parallel lines should be mutually 
8 Point of interest should not be coincident with the real well. 
9 The time at which drawdown is to be evaluated is zero. 
10 The program limit of 1000 image wells has been reached. 
11 The undisturbed water specified for the equilibrium 
water table case is too small and thus results in complex draw-
down values. 
12 The convergence limit has not been met in comput 
down. This is a warning message. 
the draw-
13 The ratio of drawdown to the aquifer thickness in variable 
discharge case is more than 10 percent. This results in non-
linearity of flow motion equation which should not be applied 
in this case. 
14 The interpolating values are not within the two-dimensional 
table limitation for well function. 
15 The interpolating value is not within the one-dimensional table 
limitation for well function. 
16 The interpolating value is not within the table limitation which 
defines the graph of (rIB) vs. (a twt). 
Notes on the Use of Input Data 
Frequently, errors might arise due to incorrect input data. The 
following notes help in performing successful runs. 
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There should be at least one of the following card numbers for each 
case study, I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. The number of cards 4, 5, and 6 
are the same as the number of boundaries, points, and wells 
If there are no boundaries, card number 4 must not be used. 
In some cases, part of the data must be read and they are not 
to be used like the radius of influence, percent of well penetra-
tion, constant discharging rates in variable pumping case, etc. In case 
of variable pumping rate, the pump rates for all real wells at the 
first stage should be read as zeros, because the computation is held at 
the end of each time increment and not at the beginning. The second set 
of pumping rate values will stand for the first time increment and so on. 
The time unit in the variable pumping case should be used in days or 
fraction of days only. 
More than one point of interest is not permitted in using more than 
one time increment in either constant or variable pumping rate. 
If there are more than one case study, then the input data sequence 
from card numbers 2 to 10 is except where indicated above. 
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APPENDIX C 
Computer Output for Examples in Chapter IV 
1. No boundary, variable pumping rate. 
2. Example on graph of drawdown vs. time. 
3. Example on drawdown component table, variable 
pumping rate. 
4. Example on parallel boundaries. 
5. Example on graph of drawdown vs. distance. 
6. Example on rectangular aquifer, injection well. 
7. Example on well spacing design. 
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